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This work examines several renewable energy resources on the basis of total solar energy
efficiency and a detailed thermodynamic analysis of potential hybrid operation of several
renewable energy technologies. The first part of the investigation focuses on creating a
comparison between biomass, photovoltaic, and solar thermal renewable energy technologies
alongside coal from the perspective of the energy pathway that originates from the energy
received from the sun. This method accounts for the total energy pathway from the sun to
electricity, as well as the energy investment required over the lifetime of a power plant.
The second step in the investigation is an analysis of a combination of photovoltaic tech-
nology and solar thermal technology via the use of concentrated photovoltaic cells and an
organic Rankine cycle. The organic Rankine cycle is optimized by examining several con-
figurations and working fluids with the goal of achieving highest performance for a constant
temperature operating range. The behavior of the combined system is then analyzed for
potential improvements.
A similar combination is then sought in the use of biomass gasification and solar thermal
technology. A solar gasifier is proposed as the method of such a combination. A numerical
investigation is carried out to more thoroughly examine the behavior of the solar gasifier.
A CFD model is developed, utilizing a two-fluid approximation with reaction modeling for
devolatilization, heterogeneous, and homogeneous chemical reactions. The results of the
iii
composition of product synthesis gas are compared to experimental work done by other
groups.
The final section of the investigation is focused on utilizing results from the aforemen-
tioned numerical investigation to examine a potential molten salt solar gasification plant
that produces electricity via a solid oxide fuel combined with a microturbine. A second law
analysis of the system is carried out and several configurations for the fuel cell/micro-turbine
system are examined for improvements in performance under various operating pressures.
An overall system exergy efficiency is established and potential improvements are identified.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The demand for energy across the planet is increasing, and while our current supply can
match this demand, predictions say the price of energy will continue to go up as it becomes
harder to find fossil fuels. When this is taken into consideration with the proven research
on climate change, there is clear indication of a need for increased use of renewable energy
resources. The EIA estimates about 21% of the world electricity generation was from re-
newable energy in 2011, which is projected to increase to 25% in 2040 [1, 2]. The largest
source of renewable energy is currently hydro power plants [1]. However, there is very little
potential for expanding on this source as most potential sites for dams have been already
been constructed. Thus, there is a need to investigate other renewable energy resources
to expand our use of the abundant renewable energy available to us. The work proposed
here aims to increase our understanding of the potential of the renewable energy resources
available to us, and investigate more effective ways to use this by combining technologies
that are typically used separately.
1.1 PHOTOVOLTAICS (PV)
One renewable energy technology that has been receiving a lot of attention is photovoltaic
electricity generation. This technology functions on the concept of semiconduction. Photons
from solar energy impact one layer, exciting electrons and causing them to migrate over a
junction to the other layer. This creates an electric charge. Currently, a large variety of
materials exist that can be turned into light sensitive semi-conductors, the most famous
being silicon. While a common material, it has several drawbacks such as degradation above
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room temperature. There are other materials, however, that perform well under harsher
conditions. It has additionally been proven that combining several materials together to
form two or more junctions can improve efficiency by making better use of the incoming
spectrum.
Photovoltaic cells have some drawbacks. They are limited in efficiency due to how
they capture solar energy. It has been proven that perfect conversion cannot occur [3].
Additionally, the process of making these cells is expensive and requires a significant amount
of energy. The energy input aspect is further discussed in this work.
1.2 SOLAR THERMAL
Solar energy impacts the Earth at a black body temperature of 5778K [4]. In some places,
solar radiation during the day can exceed 1000W/m2, with averages for those areas reaching
9kWh/m2/day [5]. Concentration techniques, as discussed below, are typically used to
capture this thermal energy at a high temperature to operate various thermal cycles.
1.2.1 Parabolic Trough
As the name describes, this design features a long trough that focuses light using mirrors
onto a tube that absorbs the energy and transmits it to a circulating fluid, typically a thermal
oil. In the standard design, the fluid evaporates steam via a heat exchanger, which drives
a steam turbine. Several alternate configurations of this design have been proposed and
studied, one utilizing molten salt as the circulating fluid, and another evaporating the water
directly within the absorbing line.
1.2.2 Solar Tower
Similar in concept to the parabolic trough, the solar tower configuration is also based on
focusing solar energy using mirrors. In this configuration, a field of mirrors reflects solar
energy onto a single focal point. Due to the focal surface area being much smaller, higher
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temperatures can be reached and several configurations have been proposed and implemented
to efficiently use this high temperature energy.
1.2.3 Fresnel Lens
This technology can be closely compared to the parabolic trough concept. A row of prisms
is used to reflect light onto a line of focus, the location of which is occupied by a tube
circulating thermal fluid.
1.2.4 Drawbacks of solar thermal power
While there is great potential for solar thermal energy, there are technological hurdles that
must be overcome that are currently preventing it from becoming commercialized. One of
these is the inconsistency of solar energy due to daily variation and cloud cover. Thermal
storage and backup gas turbines have been used to mitigate the problem, but have a high
cost, either upfront or during operation. A second drawback is low solar efficiency, due to
relatively low operating temperatures. While solar towers can achieve higher temperatures,
there are larger thermal losses at the focal point.
1.3 BIOMASS
Biomass energy is often associated with providing fuels for the transportation sector. There
is, however, a significant potential for its use in electricity production. This can be in simple
methods, such as direct combustion in a boiler of a biomass power plant, co-firing with coal in
a traditional coal plant, or via gasification into H2 and CO for high temperature combustion
in a Brayton cycle gas turbine.
One of the goals of renewable enegy research is to implement it into the market at a
larger share. With this goal in mind, direct combustion and co-firing of biomass have a lot
of potential, as they mostly depend on existing infrastructure, mainly coal power plants. The
process of gasification is more complex than simple combustion and involves technology that
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is less established than traditional coal combustion. There is currently much work being
done on improving gasification efficiency and utilizing the product gases more effectively.
One aspect of this is the requirement of external heat in the gasification process, typically
achieved by allowing oxygen into the reactor to allow an exothermal reaction to produce the
required energy.
1.4 MOTIVATION
As has been stated above, the major source of renewable energy is currently hydro power
acquired from dams, arguably a somewhat controversial technology itself. While there is
significant work that has been done on many renewable energy resources, particularly the
ones mentioned above, none of them have a significant share in the market. This signifies
that there is need for further research in improving these technologies to achieve a level
competitive with currently dominating energy sources. One aspect of this is identifying the
potential that each technology has using a metric that equally compares them. Additionally,
since each technology has drawbacks, there is a need to explore novel ideas that may bypass
these drawbacks or alleviate them. The goals of this work, described below, address some
of these needs and attempt to provide a framework for improving existing technologies that
may prove capable of competing in the global market.
1.5 GOALS OF THIS WORK
The technologies discussed above each have potential in increasing the overall share of renew-
able energy used globally. As stated, each has challenges to overcome, before it can become
more widespread. While significant research has been carried out on improving the energy
efficiency of each technology and the environmental impacts over the life cycle of each tech-
nology, there is a need to measure the maximum potential of each energy from a perspective
of solar efficiency. Since all energy on Earth began as solar energy, with the exception of nu-
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clear and geothermal, it is important to evaluate how efficiently we are utilizing this energy.
The first portion of this work will examine the total solar efficiency over a plant life cycle
for photovoltaic, solar thermal, biomass, and coal power production technologies. Since each
technology has its individual limitations, some have proposed novel combinations that may
together more efficiently produce energy. One such combination is the use of photovoltaic
cells along with a bottoming organic Rankine cycle that utilizes waste heat. This work will
examine the potential of this combination by testing various working fluids and cycle config-
urations, and evaluating how they behave in relation to varying types of photovoltaic cells.
A second combination that has been proposed is utilizing solar energy to provide external
energy to drive gasification of biomass. This work will examine a CFD model, based on
findings of biomass gasification in molten salt, a potential medium for gasification that can
be combined with solar thermal energy capture and storage. The model will evaluate several
reaction mechanism models to identify which matches experimental results of other groups.
The final portion of this work will examine the resulting parameters of the CFD model when
used in a solar thermal gasification solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) power plant, a configuration
with the potential for operating at very high overall efficiencies.
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2.0 QUANTIFYING TOTAL SOLAR EFFICIENCIES OF COAL,
BIOMASS, SOLAR THERMAL, AND PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER
GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES
Before we can quantify the effects of combining a variety of renewable energy methods, we
must first define how we evaluate the individual technologies. This chapter will discuss the
current state of our knowledge and research challenges in PV, solar thermal, and biomass
conversion; the thermodynamics of the overall power plants in which these systems may be
implemented (as well as in existing fossil fuel-based plants); and energy and environmental
metrics that are used in the power generation community and beyond.
2.1 OVERVIEW OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
2.1.1 Photovoltaics
Several materials can be doped to create a current when encountering sunlight. Early PV
cells were much less efficient than the ones being designed today. Efficiency is of great
importance in the research of PV materials. Several labs across the world have been working
on creating the highest efficiency cells. A comprehensive list of these has been compiled by
NREL, summarizing the best research cell efficiencies achieved [6]. Simultaneously, there is a
sustainability-related focus associated with this technology in the form of life cycle assessment
(LCA), tailored to evaluate the energy and materials requirements of these various cells.
Several groups have evaluated these demands, often presenting them in form of cost, energy
pay-back time, and CO2 emission rate [7–9].
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2.1.1.1 Multi-junction high temperature cells There has recently been increased
attention on multi-junction cells. Several types of these cells dominate with the highest
efficiencies. This is due to the property of the multiple materials used together to individually
absorb varying spectrums of light. This combination allows for a combined curve that spans
across a much larger portion of the incoming spectrum. An additional benefit of these cells
is their behavior under concentration. Studied by groups such as Nishioka et al., these
cells have shown higher efficiencies at room temperatures under concentration, as well as
the ability to maintain high efficiency at increasing temperatures [10]. It is this behavior,
proven by several groups [10–12], that has led some groups to investigate the potential use
of concentrated photovoltaics (CPV) with thermal applications, discussed in further detail
later in this work [13–17].
2.1.2 Solar Thermal
As discussed above, there are several configurations for utilizing solar thermal technology.
The two that are discussed in this work are more common and have established prototype and
commercial plants [18]. However, while mature, the technology has room for improvement.
All solar technologies are subject to changing levels of input solar energy, and while some
are inherently more capable of handling the variations, there is a great deal of effort going
towards finding efficient and cost effective ways of managing the changing inputs. Optics,
thermodynamics, and heat transfer are also major areas of research, since energy focus and
transfer are key aspects in solar thermal technology.
2.1.2.1 Parabolic trough plants There are several areas of focus for research on
parabolic trough power generation. The first deals with improving performance, reliabil-
ity, and cost effectiveness of the solar field, which includes the collectors, receivers, and the
transfer fluid that absorbs the incoming solar energy. Several groups have investigated im-
proving the concentrator structure in an effort to improve reliability and reduce material
costs [19–21]. Mirrors have additionally received attention, as their performance directly
affects the amount of sunlight that reaches the receiver [22, 23]. Cost is a large factor due to
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the large mirror area required for larger power plant projects. Efficient and reliable receivers
are equally important in parabolic trough concentrating (PTC) plants. A popular design
that minimizes heat loss is a system of two long tubes, one that absorbs the sunlight and
transfers it to the circulating fluid, and the other a glass tube with low reflectance that forms
a vacuum seal between the inner tube and the ambient air [24, 25].
To cope with the variation of the incoming solar energy, thermal energy storage is typ-
ically used in solar thermal plants. Several designs have been studied and optimized for
the parabolic trough configuration. A two-tank configuration that directly stores the heat
transfer fluid is a popular choice and both have been used for older systems and can be used
in molten salt operating systems [26]. A similar system that stores the heat indirectly by
using a secondary storage fluid has also been studied [26].
An innovative and cost efficient alternative to the two systems is a single-tank thermocline
that operates on a thermal gradient with hot fluid on the top and cold fluid on the bottom
[27]. Solid thermal storage is an alternative to using tanks to store liquid. High temperature
concrete is one possible medium that several groups are investigating [28]. This has the
advantage of being very low cost. Phase-change materials can also be utilized to create a
half solid, half liquid storage medium that can store a large amount of energy in relatively
small volumes [29].
A highly efficient solar field that transfers energy to an inefficient power block will result
in poor overall performance. Thus, a great deal of attention has been paid to optimizing the
electricity generating systems that operate with the solar fields. Traditional steam Rankine
cycles have been used in combination with solar fields and have produced good results [30].
However, unlike coal power plants, PTC plants operate at lower temperatures and thus suffer
from some loss in efficiency.
Organic Rankine cycles (ORCs) have been examined as alternative that presents some
simplifications and possible improvements, since, as discussed further in the next chapter,
they perform better than steam based cycles as operating temperatures decrease [31, 32].
To compensate for the lower operating temperatures of PTC fields, a gas turbine can be
combined with the solar power plant to produce energy and exhaust gas that can superheat
steam to a temperature higher than what the solar field can achieve [33]. Direct steam
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generation (DSG) is a further alternative to the existing systems where steam is directly
generated in the solar field [34]. Temperature control is a challenge for these systems that
some creative designs have been proposed to tackle [35, 36].
2.1.2.2 Solar Towers Solar towers inherently have an advantage over PTC plants in
achieving higher concentration ratios. However, there are some challenges, similar to those
for PTC designs, that solar towers must overcome. The heliostat mirror field is one of
the areas that has been studied. The heliostat mirrors can be flat or curved, but must be
steered on two-axes to track the sun and at certain solar angles can cause shading, reducing
efficiency. The height of the receiver tower must be carefully considered as well, since larger
fields focused on one spot will experience more shading with a lower tower [37, 38].
The design of the receiver greatly affects the overall performance of the solar tower plant.
There are several types of receivers that can be used in solar towers. Volumetric receivers
are constructed using porous wires that promote heat exchange to the heat transfer fluid
[39]. Heat transfer and temperature distribution have been the focus of studies with these
types of receivers. Cavity receivers are simpler in design, where sunlight enters through a
window and is absorbed by the walls of the cavity [40]. Effective heat transfer and highly
absorbent materials are important in the design of these receivers. A lesser known type of
receiver, called a particle receiver, utilizes solid particles that directly absorb the incident
solar energy and transfer it to a working fluid in a fluidized bed-type heat exchanger [41].
The power block in solar tower plants can vary drastically in design. A hybrid system
where a Brayton cycle gas turbine is combined with a solar field has been examined with
promising results for efficiency [42]. An improvement on this system is the idea of combining
the solar tower as the air preheater for a Brayton cycle that uses exhaust heat to power a
steam generator [43]. A more fossil-fuel independent design that uses a Rankine cycle has
also been examined [44]. In this design, hot air from the central tower evaporates and heats
high pressure steam. This design operates at similar temperatures to traditional coal power
cycles.
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2.1.3 Biomass
The oxidation reaction, shown below for cellulose, is a simple exothermal reaction that
produces carbon dioxide and water. Several studies examined plant designs and the life
cycle performance of biomass combustion [45, 46].
C6H10O5,s + 6O2 → 6CO2,g + 5H2Og (2.1)
While combustion is an exothermic reaction that requires oxygen, gasification is en-
dothermic where the biomass reacts with either steam or carbon dioxide, and thus requires a
heat source. Autothermal gasifiers acquire this energy from partially combusting/oxidizing
the incoming biomass by allowing some oxygen into the reactor. Allothermal reactors com-
bust a portion of the exiting gases in a separate reactor, and transfer the thermal energy to
the gasifier [47]. Finally, if an external heat source exists, the entirety of the gasifier products
are used in the downstream components.
The process itself consists of two reactions, the first being a pyrolysis reaction to break
the cellulose into carbon and gases, as shown:
C6H10O5,s → Cs + 5(H2,g + COg) (2.2)
This reaction occurs relatively quickly and produces a portion of the desired product gases.
The second reaction is the gasification reaction where the carbon reacts with steam or carbon
dioxide (equation below shown for steam), to create hydrogen and carbon monoxide:
Cs +H2Og → H2,g + COg (2.3)
As further discussed below, some of the advantages of gasification are the high energy value of
the product gases and their utility, as they undergo further reaction to create useful chemicals
or fuels [48]. The product gases themselves can be combusted at a high temperature in a
Brayton cycle to achieve higher efficiency than a typical steam cycle, or even reacted in a
fuel cell to directly generate electricity [48].
There are several ways to introduce the biomass and the reacting gases into a reaction
chamber, leading to different types of gasifiers. Fixed bed gasifiers can be broken down into
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either updraft, where the biomass enters through the top while the input gases enter through
the bottom, or downdraft, where the biomass and the input gases enter from the top [48].
In a fluidized bed gasifier, both the biomass and the input gases enter through the bottom,
where the input gases fluidize the solid particles within the reactor, enhancing heat transfer
[48]. Each type of gasifier has advantages and disadvantages to their performance. A novel
type of gasifier has been proposed by Hathaway et al. that utilizes a molten salt medium
within which the biomass and the gases are mixed [49, 50]. This is discussed in further detail
later in the proposal.
The use of biomass for electricity production is only one branch of a larger body of
research. Additionally, the branches are non-exclusive, as gasification and Fischer-Tropsch
research are closely related, as products of the first directly influence the second [48]. Thus,
the focus of the below review has been limited to the progress in the use of biomass in
producing electricity via direct-firing, co-firing, and gasification.
2.1.3.1 Direct-firing and co-firing One advantage of biomass is its adaptability to
current technologies. This can be best seen in the use of biomass and coal co-firing. Several
studies have examined the effect various ratios of biomass to coal have on output of energy
and emissions [45, 46]. This has additionally been expanded to life cycle studies over plant
lifetime. Direct firing of biomass does not require any novel technologies and thus is an
attractive alternative, as well [45]. However, as discussed below, the conventional process of
combustion is not as energy efficient as other alternatives, mainly gasification.
2.1.3.2 Gasification The process of gasification is complex and has been studied ana-
lytically, numerically, and experimentally in great detail. The process itself consists of two
reactions: a relatively quick pyrolysis of cellulose into pure carbon and several gases and a
slower gasification reaction where pure carbon mixes either with CO2 or steam to create CO
and H2 gases. The complexity of the pyrolysis and gasification reactions presents itself even
in analytical investigations. It has been found that several factors influence the theoretical
efficiencies achievable by gasification reactors. Moisture content has been shown to be one
of the most significant aspects [51]. Computational modeling of pyrolysis and gasification is
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very demanding due to the inherent nature of the processes: typically two or three states
interacting physically, chemically, and thermally, with reactions absorbing heat, or in the
case of autothermal gasification, both absorbing and producing heat. Several studies have
been focused on one or two aspects of this behavior to simplify the problem [52–55]. The
CFD models used are discussed in further detail in Chapter 4. In addition to CFD modeling,
a significant amount of experimental work has been carried out on various types of gasifiers,
the biomass being used, and factors influencing performance [55–57].
2.2 THERMODYNAMICS IN POWER PLANTS
All of the above technologies can be used in the context of a larger power plant. This section
discusses how such plants should be evaluated.
2.2.1 First Law of Thermodynamics and Efficiency
The concept of energy conservation is vital to the analysis of power systems. In this frame-
work, an analysis of efficiency can be carried out by analyzing the ratio of work produced to
the heat added, as shown in the well-known equation below:
ηPowerCycle =
Wout
Qin
(2.4)
where Wout is the output work and Qin is the input heat. While many thermodynamic cycles
can be used to produce electrical work from an input of heat, the most widely used today are
the Rankine cycle based on steam, and the Brayton cycle based on air. A combination can
sometimes be used where a Rankine cycle is powered by exhaust air from a Brayton cycle.
2.2.2 Exergy
The concept of exergy is based on the ability of a certain amount of energy in one form
to transform into another. Often used to quantify losses in thermal power plants, exergy
is based on the Carnot efficiency and the concept of a dead state (the temperature of the
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surrounding environment). When evaluating the potential of heat at a certain temperature
to do work, the following equation is used:
Φ = Q(1− To
Tsource
) (2.5)
where Φ is the maximum possible energy that the source Q can provide, if the source is at
Tsource and the surrounding environment is at To, both measured in absolute temperature.
From this, the exergetic efficiency can be defined as follows:
ηex =
Wout
Φin − Φout (2.6)
This concept can be extended to stored chemical energy, such as combustible fuels, or a
difference in concentration, such as that between seawater and fresh water (osmotic power).
In power plant cycles, such as the Rankine and Brayton cycles discussed above, an exergy
analysis can be carried out to identify losses in energy quality. In this study, these concepts
are used to measure the exergetic efficiency of converting solar energy through various paths
to produce electricity.
2.3 LIFE CYCLE ENERGY ANALYSIS
It is also important to quantify the environmental impacts of energy producing technologies,
including the production of the materials necessary to build an electric plant, the generation
of emissions during the plant’s lifetime, and the resources consumed during the plant’s
decommissioning and disposal. This is typically known as life cycle assessment (LCA).
This study implements the ratio of energy required to the energy produced, also known as
life cycle energy cost (LCEC), in the analysis of the total efficiency of a technology. Analyses
that focus on the life cycle energy consumption of systems are typically known as life cycle
energy analyses (LCEA).
Since several technologies are evaluated in this work, a variety of measures are used to
describe the LCEC, such as the energy returned on investment (EROI), energy payback time
(EPT/EPBT), cumulative energy demand (CED), and net energy ratio (NER). All of these
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metrics ultimately can be converted into LCEC values, as described below. EROI is the
inverse of LCEC, and provides a factor of how many times a plant will pay for itself in terms
of energy:
EROI =
1
LCEC
(2.7)
Energy payback time, as the name suggests, is a measure of how long a plant needs to
operate before its net energy consumption is zero, meaning the plant has produced as much
energy as was put into it over the lifetime. This measure can used along with the lifetime of
a plant to produce the LCEC, as shown:
LCEC =
EPT × Eoutput
Lifetime× Eoutput =
Einput,total
Eoutput,total
=
EPT
Lifetime
(2.8)
where Einput and Eoutput are the energy consumed and produced, and are in units of ener-
gy/time.
The total energy a system requires to operate, which in the case of an electricity producing
plant is the energy for construction, use, and deconstruction/disposal, is typically referred
to as the cumulative energy demand (CED). This value can be related to the LCEC by the
total energy production, as follows:
LCEC =
CED
Eoutput,total
(2.9)
When evaluating biomass systems, the electric energy produced can be compared to the
fossil fuel energy consumed, resulting in the net energy ratio (NER). When the NER takes
into account plant energy demand for construction, use, and teardown, the NER is equivalent
to the EROI and can be similarly related to the LCEC.
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2.4 LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS OF SOLAR ENERGY
Many approaches to energy and exergy assessment focus on the power plant itself, considering
the incoming fuel as the initial source of the energy. As an example, incoming solar energy
to a photovoltaic cell is considered the first step, similar to light from the sun coming into
contact with a reflector in a solar thermal plant. The application of this frame of analysis
can then be somewhat skewed when considering something like biomass energy, since the
first step is technically sunlight hitting the crop that is being grown, but most analyses begin
the biomass already harvested and entering the power plant. Additionally, most energy or
exergy efficiency studies do not consider a life cycle assessment of the energy and material
requirements over the plant lifetime. Life cycle assessment can be a useful tool in comparing
technologies that can be vastly different. An example of this ability is the work by NREL
to assess the CO2 emissions of various types of renewable and non-renewable energy [58]. A
complete view of the energy pathway, then, is a crucial goal in understanding how energy is
delivered to the grid. Hu et al. investigated this by considering the conversion path of solar
energy towards becoming coal, being mined, converted to electricity, and subsequently used
to drive a traditional vapor-compression air conditioning unit [59]. They, then, compared
this to the path of solar energy being used to drive an absorption cycle, where the thermal
demand is met with the solar energy. Based on their findings, the solar efficiency of a solar
thermal absorption unit of was several orders of magnitude higher than that of the coal
power plant pathway.
2.5 EVALUATING TOTAL SOLAR LIFE CYCLE EFFICIENCY BY
CONSIDERING PLANT PERFORMANCE AND LIFE CYCLE
ENERGY DEMAND
The technologies discussed above are drastically different in how they convert energy into
electricity. The most important factor to consider in this process is that all energy that is
being converted initially began as solar energy, and either underwent a natural conversion
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process, or was converted using some direct or indirect human input. This work expands on
this concept by evaluating photovoltaic, solar thermal, biomass, and coal power production
technologies over the total process that initial solar energy undergoes to be transformed
to electricity. Additionally, to truly measure the efficiency that a technology achieves, the
energy demand over the life cycle of the plant is considered in each case, and combined with
the solar efficiency. Such an examination provides a full view of exactly how efficiently each
technology, as it currently exists, uses solar energy.
2.6 ENERGY FLOW ANALYSIS FOR ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION
When analyzing several significantly varying technologies, it is important to obtain general-
izable metrics that apply to all of the technologies being investigated. Thus, the technologies
being examined in this study will be evaluated based on their energetic and exergetic effi-
ciencies. The energy conversion process will be assessed from the initial energy input from
solar insolation to the conversion of the energy to electricity. It is important to note that all
technologies evaluated in this work use solar energy as the initial energy source.
2.6.1 Coal
Coal can be thought of as stored solar energy in chemical bonds [60], and as such, can
be analyzed alongside other solar energy resources. There are several steps in the process,
shown in Figure 2.1. In this framework, the energy cycle for coal begins with solar energy
being converted to chemical energy via photosynthesis with an efficiency of 3.5% [61]. There
have been numerous studies on the conversion efficiency of sunlight to biomass energy via
photosynthesis. These have been measured experimentally [62–65], as well as predicted the-
oretically [3, 61]. Actual efficiency values vary between 0.2% and 4.3% [61, 64], while the
theoretical maximum has been calculated to be 4.6% for C3 plants (plants that undergo
photosynthesis using the Calvin cycle) and 6.0% for C4 plants (plants that undergo photo-
synthesis using Hatch and Slack cycle), [3, 61]. The value above that is used in this study is
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based on experimental results for C3 plants, a more common source of biomass. An exergy
study of photosynthesis by Petela produced an overall exergy efficiency of 2.74%, a value
similar to the energy efficiencies above [66]. The ancient biomass then dies and is stored in
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Figure 2.1: Coal Energy Flow
the ground, while undergoing a slow process of conversion to coal. Hu et al. evaluated several
sources to derive the efficiency of this process, and arrived at a value of 8% (for both the
energy and exergy efficiency) that combines the process of fuel synthesis and mining [59, 60].
The coal is then burned in a power plant with an energy efficiency of 34.6% [67]. There
have been several studies concerning the comparison of the energy and exergy efficiency of
coal thermal power plants. Rosen found the overall energy and exergy efficiencies of a coal
plant were 37% and 36%, respectively [68]. Several other studies have shown similar values
for the two measures [69–71]. The overall cycle efficiency is the combination of all steps
in the process of conversion, achieving a conversion energy efficiency of 0.107% and exergy
efficiency of 0.088%.
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2.6.2 Biomass
The total efficiency of converting solar energy to electrical energy via biomass is calculated
by considering the efficiency of photosynthesis along with the efficiency of converting stored
biomass energy to electrical energy. This process is similar to the one above, but is simplified,
due to the absence of the coal conversion step. Since there are several paths for converting
biomass energy to electrical energy, two were considered below, as shown in Figure 2.2. The
two most popular technologies for using biomass for electric generation are direct-firing and
bio-gas conversion. While the process for direct-firing is simpler and can be implemented
along with coal combustion (co-firing), it is significantly less efficient compared to bio-gas.
[45, 72].
The boiler plays a key role in the direct-firing process, converting chemical energy to
thermal energy. A study done by EPRI identifies a thermal efficiency of 0.717 for a boiler
without an upstream dryer and an efficiency of 0.845 for a boiler with an upstream dryer
[45]. The total energy efficiency of direct-firing has been estimated by EPRI to be 27.7% [45].
Using these figures, the total conversion efficiency of solar energy to electrical energy can be
estimated at 0.97% for the energy efficiency and 0.898% for the exergy efficiency. This figure
does not take into consideration life cycle energy investments, which are discussed below.
Higher efficiencies can be expected if the chemical energy in biomass is extracted at higher
temperatures. With this goal, gasification is used to convert energy stored into a combustible
gas that can used in a Brayton cycle with a bottoming Rankine cycle [45, 73, 74]. The
process of gasification drives the design of power plants to be far different from the direct-
fired counterpart. Studies have estimated gasification energy efficiencies of 74 − 84% and
exergy efficiencies of 68−83%, depending on the fuel [51, 75, 76]. There are several estimates
for the efficiency of gasification power plants. These vary between 27% and 37.2%.
Additional evaluations of both energy and exergy efficiencies of biomass gasification
have shown similar values (35.1%-46.8% for energy and 43.2%-45.9% for exergy [73]). It
is important to note that the process of gasification allows for capture of CO2, which affects
the overall performance of the plant from both a life cycle and an energy perspective. The
energy impact of CO2 capture was studied by Minguez et al., showing that for various
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Figure 2.2: Biomass Energy Flow
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sources of biomass, capturing pre-combustion CO2 has a noticeably negative effect on total
energy efficiency [73]. The overall efficiency of the conversion of solar energy to electricity via
biomass using the the bio-gas process can be calculated using the data for the photosynthesis
efficiency and the data above in a similar manner to direct-fired technology. The energy and
exergy efficiencies of the overall process therefore range between 0.95% and 1.30%.
2.6.3 Solar Thermal
The conversion of solar energy via the solar thermal pathway is significantly simpler, com-
pared to the above technologies. A fundamentally two-step process, the solar energy is
captured as heat, and then converted into mechanical energy. There are several technolo-
gies that are currently being researched in the field of solar thermal power production. The
two oldest and most well-developed of these are the parabolic trough collector and central
receiver/heliostat field plants, as shown in Figure 2.3. Fresnel lens technology has also been
receiving attention, and will additionally be considered in this study.
There has been significant research done on parabolic trough collector and receiver tech-
nology to improve the efficiency of conversion from solar energy into thermal energy. Several
of these evaluated the performance based on both energy and exergy [77, 78]. Reddy et al.
performed such an evaluation with overall performance of 24% for the energy and 25.8% for
the exergy [79]. Their group found that the largest source of exergy loss is in the collector-
receiver assembly. It should be noted that the unusual behavior of exergy efficiency values
exceeding energy efficiency values is a result of the state of the input solar energy. The energy
is received at a prescribed temperature with a lower exergetic than energetic value, while
the electricity output energy value matches the exergy value, resulting in higher exergy than
energy efficiency. Studies aimed at energy efficiency and LCA evaluations have evaluated
proposed and active plants with efficiencies varying between 9.0% and 16.7% [67, 80–82].
The energy conversion process in solar tower plants begins with reflection of sunlight onto
a single focal point via mirrors in a heliostat field. The overall efficiency can be expected
to be somewhat higher for these plants, compared to PTC plants, due to higher operating
temperatures at the focal point [83]. An evaluation of the energy and exergy performance by
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Figure 2.3: Solar Thermal Energy Flow
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Reddy et al. produced values of 27% and 29.2%, respectively [84]. Their group found that
the solar tower behaves somewhat similar to a PTC plant in that the main exergetic losses
are in the collector-receiver system. Studies that evaluated central tower plants on the basis
of efficiency and LCA demonstrate efficiencies of 14.6% and 16.7%.
2.6.4 Photovoltaic Cells
Photovoltaic cells convert incoming solar energy directly to an electric charge, as shown
in Figure 2.4. There are various types of solar cells that are currently on the market.
Several types of cells were investigated in this study to obtain a measure of the variability
in photovoltaic electricity generation: multi-crystalline Silicon, amorphous Silicon, ribbon
Silicon, copper indium gallium selenide (CIS), cadmium telluride (CdTe), indium gallium
phosphide (InGaP), and gallium arsenide (GaAs), as well as some combinations. The energy
efficiency of these cells varies from 4.95% to 28.5% [7–9, 67, 85]. The direct conversion of
solar energy to electrical energy implies an exergetically perfect process, meaning that the
exergetic efficiency of a solar cell equals the energy efficiency.
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2.7 LIFE CYCLE ENERGY ASSESSMENT AND EROI
Energy and exergy efficiency assessments are useful in identifying the performance of an
electricity producing technology. However, these measurements of performance are not the
only way to compare such technologies. It is important to consider the energy input over
the lifetime. The assessment below discusses this criterion for each technology considered in
the study. The various metrics used to evaluate each technology can then be converted to
the LCEC. The values provided by the sources below are shown in Figure 2.5 for the EROI
and Figure 2.6 for the LCEC.
2.7.1 Coal
In their examination of the EROI of several renewable and non-renewable energy resources,
Weissbach et al. included an analysis of hard and brown coal [67, 86]. They found that
the majority of the energy input consists of the coal extraction process, with energy ratio
(EROI) values of 29 for hard coal and 31 for brown coal. Of the energy demand for the
underground mined hard coal, approximately 8% was required for plant construction, less
than 1% for decomissioning, 31% for maintenance and operation, and 60% for coal extraction.
The energy input for open pit mined brown coal consisted of approximately 11% for plant
construction, less than 1% for decommissioning, 17% for maintenance and operation, and
71% for coal extraction. The overall values, however, were found to be significantly lower
than any renewable energy resource. Other groups have examined the EROI of coal with
a larger range of results. Raugei et al. compared the EROI of several PV materials to
an estimate of the lower and upper values estimated values for coal at 12.2 and 24.6 [87].
Another group evaluated the variation of EROI in China for coal power plants and have
found that it has decreased from 35 to 27 [88].
2.7.2 Biomass
An approach to life cycle analysis of biomass power using efficiency can be useful in consider-
ing the inputs and outputs of the system. Since there can be significant energy requirements
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for the production of biomass (land preparation, maintenance, fuel, etc.), one group proposed
a way to examine system efficiency by accounting for these upstream inputs [89]:
ηLifeCycle =
Egrid − Econsumed
Ebiomass
(2.10)
where Egrid is the electric energy produced by the plant, Econsumed is the energy consumed
in upstream processes, and Ebiomass is the energy in the biomass fed to the power plant.
Rafaschieri et al. performed such an analysis on a poplar-based gasification plant [89].
Similarly, Mann and Spath conducted an extensive study examining biomass gasification via
a life cycle assessment [90]. The largest contributor to energy consumption of the inputs
was found to be the feedstock production step of the process, consuming 0.77 of the total
energy consumption. Heller et al. examined the use of willow as a source of biomass via an
LCA [91]. Their group identified two values for gasification: 0.372, provided by NREL [90];
and 0.36, provided by EPRI [45]. Additionally, they identified a value of 0.277, provided by
EPRI [45], for direct-fired conversion.
Several other studies have been conducted in addition to the ones discussed above [92–95].
The resulting values for the energy ratio found in these studies, along with the conversion
efficiencies of the plants, can provide a total solar life cycle efficiency, when accounting for
the photosynthesis efficiency results discussed above.
2.7.3 Solar Thermal
There has been significant LCA research on various solar thermal power stations, both in
operation and proposed for construction. A life cycle analysis performed by Lechon et
al. focused on solar thermal power plants in Spain, examining parabolic trough and solar
tower configurations [81]. Both configurations operated in hybrid mode with natural gas. An
examination of the cumulative energy demand over the life cycle showed that the majority of
the demand consists of the operation stage due to the natural gas and electricity consumption.
Zhang et al. examined the embodied energy of a 1.5MW Chinese Dahan solar tower plant
[96]. The plant was found to have an energy output/input ratio of 6.85. Viebahn examined
three solar thermal technologies using LCA: a parabolic trough operating using thermal
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oil, a Fresnel collector, and direct steam generation [82]. The National Energy Technology
Laboratory (NETL) also performed an LCA and cost analysis to evaluate the potential of
solar thermal power in the U.S. [80]. The analysis provided an EROI of 8.2 and showed that
a large portion of the greenhouse gas emissions over the lifetime of the plant come from the
fuel combustion during the operation phase.
2.7.4 Photovoltaic Cells
The energy requirement over the lifetime of a technology is an important indicator of the
performance of that technology. For photovoltaic cells, the reduction of this energy input can
increase incentives for their use. Several groups have examined the input over the lifetime
of photovoltaic cells for various types. Mohr et al. examined the life cycle of thin-film
GaAs and GaInP/GaAs solar modules and compared them with the performance of multi-
Si modules [8]. Using the energy payback time as a measure of performance, their group
identified multi-Si modules to perform best with a payback time of 4.2 years, compared to
5.0 for GaAs and 4.6 for GaInP/GaAs. The metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE)
process was found to be the largest energy consuming step in the production of the GaAs
and GaInP/GaAs modules, accounting for 66% of the entire primary energy demand. In
an earlier work, their group also examined the life cycle of mc-Si, InGaP and InGaP/mc-Si
modules [9]. Ito et al. examined the life cycle of a 100MW scale plant operating using m-Si,
a-Si, CdTe, and CIS [7]. A different group also examined several types of silicon cells, CIS,
and CdTe cells [85]. A review based on EROI has also been conducted by Weissbach et al.
[67].
2.8 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGIES
2.8.1 Life Cycle Energy Cost
As discussed above, several studies have examined the LCEC in various ways, typically
depending on the technology being examined. Figure 2.5 shows the values displayed in the
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Table 2.1: Summary of the conversion efficiencies for several steps in the conversion process
of solar energy to electrical energy, divided by technology.
Plant LCEC Photo- Conversion Total
efficiency (%) synthesis (%) to Coal (%) Efficiency (%)
Hard Coal, underground mine 34.58 [67] 0.034 [67] 3.5 8.8 0.103
Brown coal, open pit mine 34.58 [67] 0.032 [67] 3.5 8.8 0.103
Willow, EPRI direct-fired 27.7 [45, 91] 0.101 [91] 3.5 0.872
Willow, co-firing 37.5 [94, 97] 0.250 [97] 3.5 0.984
Willow, NREL gasifier 37.2 [90, 91] 0.075 [91] 3.5 1.204
Willow, EPRI gasifier 36 [45, 91] 0.078 [91] 3.5 1.162
Willow, gasification 27.5 [95, 97] 0.125 [97] 3.5 0.842
Willow, gasification 30 [92, 97] 0.091 [97] 3.5 0.955
Poplar, biogas 32.1 [89] 0.627 [89] 3.5 0.419
Poplar, NREL gasification 37.2 [90] 0.064 [90] 3.5 1.219
Poplar, gasification 27 [93, 97] 0.333 [97] 3.5 0.630
Maize, biogas 37.2 [67] 0.286 [67] 3.5 0.930
PTC, SEGS, 80 MW 13.2 [67] 0.048 [67] 12.571
PTC model plant, 250 MW 14.3 [80] 0.122 [80] 12.558
PTC, 50 MW 15.7 [81] 0.042 [81] 15.046
PTC, SEGS, 80 MW 13.2 [82] 0.013 [82] 13.035
PTC, DSG, 80 MW 15.1 [82] 0.008 [82] 14.987
Central tower, 17 MW 16.7 [81] 0.041 [81] 16.021
Central tower, 1.5 MW 14.6 [96] 0.146 [96] 12.434
Fresnel, 80 MW 9.0 [67] 0.059 [67] 8.471
Fresnel, 80 MW 9.0 [82] 0.019 [82] 8.833
mc-Si, Poly-Si, roof 9.9 [67] 0.250 [67] 7.425
mc-Si, Poly-Si, field 9.9 [67] 0.263 [67] 7.295
mc-Si, 100 MW (multi-crystalline) 12.8 [7] 0.063 [7] 11.989
mc-Si, 100 MW, high efficiency 15.8 [7] 0.050 [7] 12.160
mc-Si, 1 kW 14.5 [9] 0.117 [9] 12.808
mc-Si, 3 kW 13.2 [85] 0.120 [85] 11.616
mc-Si, 10 MW 14.8 [8] 0.140 [8] 12.728
a-Si, roof (amorphous) 4.95 [67] 0.435 [67] 2.798
a-Si, field 4.95 [67] 0.476 [67] 2.593
a-Si, 100 MW 6.9 [7] 0.083 [7] 6.325
a-Si, 3 kW 6.5 [85] 0.100 [85] 5.850
sc-Si, 3 kW (single-crystalline) 14 [85] 0.138 [85] 12.063
ribbon-Si, 3 kW 12 [85] 0.090 [85] 10.920
CIS, 3 kW 10.7 [85] 0.093 [85] 9.701
CdTe, 100 MW 9.03 [7] 0.063 [7] 8.458
CdTe, 3 kW 7.1 [85] 0.090 [85] 6.461
InGaP,thin-film, module 1 KW 15.5 [9] 0.210 [9] 12.245
GaAs, thin- film, 0.1 MW 23.3 [8] 0.167 [8] 19.417
GaInP/GaAs, thin-film, 0.1 MW 28.5 [8] 0.153 [8] 24.130
InGaP/mc-Si module, 1 kW 25 [9] 0.177 [9] 20.583
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form of EROI. Here, higher values of EROI imply greater energy return, and thus are desired.
All of these methodologies can, of course, be converted into explicit LCEC values. Figure
2.6 shows the results for the LCEC for each of the four technologies examined for studies of
specific plants. When using this as a measure of comparison, the lowest value is desired, as
it implies that the energy input requirement is much less than the potential output.
Several observations can be made from the results shown in Figure 2.6. There is a
large variation in values for each renewable technology. This is partially due to the fact
that various sub-types of each technology were examined. Another reason for this is that
these technologies have not achieved maturity, causing some values to be based on studies
of prototypes. This is evident in the smaller variation of the values for solar thermal power
production, a technology that has been around for several decades. It is also worth noting
that while there are some significantly high LCEC values for PV and biomass power produc-
tion, the average for each is 0.16 and 0.20, respectively. This translates to each technology
producing five or more times more energy than it consumes, an acceptable ratio.
2.8.2 Life Cycle Solar Efficiency Based on Solar Input
The goal of this study is to obtain an equivalent energy metric for the various technologies
that were examined. The LCEC values, various power plant efficiency values, and other
conversion steps can all be combined in the following way:
ηoverall =

PV→ ηPVmodule
Solar Thermal→ ηηSolarPlant
Biomass→ ηphotosynthesis × ηBiomassP lant
Coal→ ηphotosynthesis × ηConversionToCoal × ηCoalP lant
ηLifeCycleSolarEfficiency = ηoverall × (1− LCEC) (2.11)
The range of values for this metric is shown in Table 2.1 and plotted in Figure 2.7. Unlike
the measure of LCEC, the overall solar efficiency measures the ratio of energy delivered
by the sun to electricity produced, and thus a higher value is desired. It is immediately
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Figure 2.5: EROI values for the power generating technologies analyzed in this work.
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Figure 2.6: LCEC values for the power generating technologies analyzed in this work.
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apparent that while photovoltaic and solar thermal technologies have lower plant efficiency
values, they have significantly higher total efficiency values than biomass and coal. This
is emphasized in Figure 2.7, where the total values for coal are so small as to be nearly
imperceptible. This is due to the inefficiency of photosynthesis and extraction of energy
stored in plant material. It is worth noting that while the solar efficiency of coal power is
lower than that of biomass, there is less than an order of magnitude difference between the
two technologies, implying that the largest impact on efficiency is in the conversion of solar
energy into stored energy in biomass. It is additionally important to evaluate the validity
of the values used in this study. While the evaluation is based on energy and LCEC values
acquired for specific plants, exergy analyses have shown that the types of plants evaluated
in this study have similar values for the energy and exergy. Exergy is an important metric
in evaluating overall performance, and, based on the above, an exergy study is expected to
produce similar results.
The results for solar thermal and PV technologies show a large amount of variation.
While the results for the LCEC implied that solar thermal technology requires a smaller
energy investment, the difference proves to be small, when combining that result with the
efficiency of the plant for both technologies. The variation of the performance efficiencies has
a large impact on the overall solar efficiency. The performance of PV materials varies from
2.5% to somewhat less than 25%. The best performing technologies were PV plants utilizing
GaInP/GaAs, InGaP/mc-Si, and GaAs. The LCEC can be seen to have a large impact
on the performance, reducing the highest efficiency technology from an initial efficiency of
28.5% to a total efficiency of 24%.
2.9 CONCLUSIONS
Several electricity production sources were examined for the efficiency of converting solar
energy to electrical energy over their lifetime. The energy requirement over the lifetime for
each technology was additionally examined and then accounted for in the overall efficiency
analysis. It can be seen that the photovoltaic and solar thermal power production is the most
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Figure 2.7: Overall life cycle solar efficiency of the technologies analyzed.
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efficient in converting solar energy to electrical energy. It was found that photosynthetic
conversion of solar energy to biomass is inefficient and is a large bottleneck for biomass-
utilizing technologies. This bottleneck reduces the overall efficiency for biomass and coal. As
a result, larger amounts of area are required for capturing an equivalent amount of sunlight
for biomass, as compared to solar thermal and photovoltaic technologies. This becomes
an ever increasing issue due to the impacts of deforestation and the shrinking amount of
harvestable land. Use of rotating crops, such as maize, willow, and poplar, can reduce these
effects, when they are not in competition with other potential uses for the land.
When considering the implications for coal, the above results imply that the process
of storing large amounts of carbon underground naturally was inefficient, leading to the
conclusion that our use of this stored biomass is inherently undesirable from the perspective
of carbon balance. The use of coal thus releases large amounts of CO2 without allowing for
an ability to balance this output.
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3.0 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A PVT/ORC (PHOTOVOLTAIC
THERMAL/ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE) SYSTEM WITH
OPTIMIZATION OF THE ORC AND EVALUATION OF SEVERAL PV
(PHOTOVOLTAIC) MATERIALS
The work above shows the potential of both photovoltaic and solar thermal technologies as
efficient pathways to capturing and converting solar energy to electricity. It is logical to
consider if combining the two technologies together would produce even better results. Sev-
eral groups have previously evaluated ways of combining photovoltaic cells with bottoming
thermal applications, but there is limited research on the combination with an ORC. Thus,
the goal of this part of the study is evaluate several working fluids and ORC configurations
to identify an optimum combination and evaluate how this pairs with a PV cell. Since there
are many types of cells that behave drastically differently at higher temperatures, five types
of cells were examined to identify which would have the most benefit of being combined with
an ORC.
3.1 LOW TEMPERATURE RANKINE CYCLE DESIGNS FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY APPLICATIONS
A standard Rankine cycle is typically operated with steam, the standard fluid found in
turbines generating electricity in coal power plants. The diagram of a simple Rankine cycle
is shown in Figure 3.1 with the temperature and entropy behavior for the cycle displayed
in Figure 3.2. The cycle generates energy by using high pressure and temperature steam
produced from evaporating water at high pressure in the boiler. The steam is subsequently
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Figure 3.1: Simple steam cycle dia-
gram.
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Figure 3.2: T-s diagram for a steam
Rankine cycle.
condensed into water and pumped up to a high pressure using a pump, the latter requiring
little work since water is nearly incompressible.
The vapor dome for water in Figure 3.2 can be seen to be nearly symmetric. This,
however, is not always the case. Fluids can be assigned to three categories: dry fluids (n-
Pentane), wet fluids (Ammonia), and isentropic fluids (R11). The categories are based on the
slope of the vapor saturation curve, with dry fluids having a positive slope, wet fluids having
a negative slope, and isentropic fluids having a nearly vertical slope, as shown in Figures
3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. Dry fluids are often used in low-temperature ORCs, since the outlet of
the turbine is guaranteed to be in the superheated vapor region, and liquid condensation
is not a threat to the expanders. Additionally, internal heat exchangers can be utilized to
recover low temperature heat from the turbine outlet for preheating, often proving to be
quite effective in raising the overall efficiency of the system.
The behavior of organic fluids makes them excellent candidates for low temperature
applications. There are numerous studies of ORC optimization, such as the saturated vapor
[14, 98–100], superheated vapor [101–105], supercritical [106–109], transcritical [110, 111],
and closely related flash [107, 112, 113] and Kalina cycles [114]. One area of focus for low
temperature ORCs has been in identifying the behavior of various fluids in achieving best
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performance for given applications. Saleh et al. performed such a study on 31 working fluids
for a geothermal application with a high temperature of 100oC and a low temperature of
30oC [108]. Their group studied a simple design and compared it to the performance of the
cycle with an internal heat exchanger. A similar study performed by Wang et al. examined
the behavior of one fluid in several cycle configurations, some of which are more typical
for steam cycles [101]. An interesting variation of the standard Rankine cycle is a design
where the evaporation takes place above the vapor dome. This cycle is called a transcritical
cycle and typically operates using CO2 for low to medium temperature applications. This
configuration can be altered to have the entire cycle operate above the critical point and
is typically referred to as a supercritical cycle. A different approach can be taken with a
Rankine cycle to operate only partially in the superheated vapor region. The organic flash
cycle (OFC) is an example of this. Studied thoroughly by Ho et al., this cycle has the
advantage of almost entirely eliminating pinch points, allowing for better heat transfer from
a high temperature fluid stream to the working fluid [113].
There are a wide variety of applications for ORCs and other low temperature cycles.
While they are often associated with geothermal power generation [98], there are several
studies that have examined other applications of ORCs. A study by Freeman et al. examined
a solar-powered ORC combined with a hot water tank [115]. An application for waste heat
utilization was examined by Le et al. where many potential waste heat sources from industrial
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processes are paired with an ORC utilizing configurations of pure and zeotropic mixtures
[116]. The concept of using Rankine cycles as bottoming cycles in power production has been
thoroughly applied to traditional gas turbine power plants, and has been examined in more
novel Brayton cycle concepts, such as the study by Akbari and Mahmoudi of a supercritical
CO2 recompression Brayton/organic Rankine cycle (SCRB/ORC) [117]. A different group
examined potential use of biomass in CHP with an ORC, with the system providing a source
of power and drying heat for a sawmill [118]. While many focus on using complex cycles
to maximize efficiency and performance, others have focused on novel combinations. One
such combination was proposed and studied by Buonomano et al. where a low-temperature
thermal well at 95oC is combined with a solar collector operating at up to 130oC [119].
3.2 PREVIOUS STUDIES ON PV COMBINED WITH BOTTOMING
CYCLES
Several studies have examined combinations of PV and bottoming cycle applications. A low
temperature application (60− 80oC) was examined by Al-Alili, et al. that utilized a CPVT
system with a desiccant wheel cycle [120]. Calise et al. studied a novel trigeneration system
using PVT and operating at 80oC to produce electricity, space heating and cooling, and
domestic hot water [121]. They found that the system can be technically and economically
viable, provided that there are government incentives for solar energy systems. Mittelman et
al. examined a combination of a PV system and an absorption chiller operating at temper-
atures between 65oC and 120oC [16]. They have found that the thermal efficiency increases
with increasing temperature. Additionally, a cost analysis showed that the system could
be economically feasible. Their group later examined a concentrating photovoltaic/thermal
(CPVT) desalination system [17], showing that the system could be economically competitive
with existing desalination technologies.
While other applications of PV/T and CPVT have been more thoroughly studied, there
is limited research on the optimization of a combined PV/ORC system. Kosmadakis et
al. previously examined the combination of silicon cells and an ORC operating with R-
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245fa at an evaporation temperature of 90oC and 130oC [14]. The initial design called for a
combination of a CPV system that operates at 100oC, and an ORC with a high temperature
of 90oC, allowing a 10oC temperature drop between the CPV and ORC system due to heat
transfer. This system produced a combined efficiency of 9.81%, which was an improvement
over the 6.35% achieved solely by the CPV system. They then improved the design by
raising the CPV operating temperature to 140oC and the the evaporation temperature to
130oC. This resulted in a total efficiency boost up to 11.83%. Their group followed the
thermodynamic analysis with an economic comparison of the combined CPV-ORC system
and the CPV system operating alone and showed that the combined system had a better
return on investment.
3.3 COMBINING ORC DESIGN, WORKING FLUID SELECTION, AND
PV CELL TYPE AND OPERATION
The work proposed herein examines the use of several types of cells in a system that pro-
duces electricity using PV, and utilizes the waste heat from the cells to drive an ORC. The
cell types being examined are silicon (Si), gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium phosphide (InP),
cadmium sulfide (CdS), and triple-junction indium gallium phosphide (InGaP)/indium gal-
lium arsenide (InGaAs)/germanium (Ge) at various concentrations. The efficiency of each
type at 110oC is predicted using the data provided in Table 3.1, acquired from previous
studies on PV cell behavior at various temperatures [10, 122]. This work expands further on
previous research by analyzing several ways to increase performance (in terms of efficiency)
of such a system, with the goal of identifying a combination of PV and ORC parameters that
make the best case for combining the two technologies. Finally, the optimum configuration
is examined for varying operating temperatures to identify the possible optimum operating
temperature within a reasonable PV cell operating range.
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Table 3.1: PV cell efficiency and temperature characteristics
InGaP/InGaAs/Ge
triple-junction (TJ)
Type/Solar Concentration Si GaAs InP CdS 1x 17x 200x
Efficiency (η)[%] at 25oC 26.0 28.1 28.2 14.3 29.5 34.4 37.0
Slope dη/dT [%/100oC] -8.47 -6.51 -7.01 -.83 -7.30 -4.86 -3.63
3.4 THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE ANALYSIS
The simplest ORC consists of an evaporator, expander, condenser, and pump, as shown in
Figure 3.6. The cycle operates by utilizing work from high pressure saturated vapor via
an expander. The vapor exiting the expander (state 2) is at a low pressure and is moved
through a condenser until it reaches a liquid state (state 3), after which it is pumped up
to a high pressure (state 4), and heated at high pressure until it reaches a saturated vapor
state (state 1), completing the cycle. The steps for this cycle are shown in Figure 3.7 on a
T-s diagram for n-Pentane. An internal heat exchanger (IHE) can be used for dry fluids to
recover lost heat from the low pressure vapor (state 2), as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. An
alternate modification can be utilized in the form of a medium pressure bleed into an open
feed organic fluid heater (OFOH, with the entrance at state 3), shown in Figures 3.10 and
3.11.
A more complex version of this can be seen in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, where the heater
operates as a closed feed organic fluid heater (CFOH) and mixes after preheating (states 3
to 7) the fluid in the main line (states 5 to 6). The internal heat exchanger can be combined
with the closed feed organic fluid heater (CFOH-IHE), as shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
This final configuration has the potential for high efficiency when used for dry fluids and a
high bleed temperature. It is important to note that Figures 3.7, 3.9, 3.11, 3.13, and 3.15
show the T-s behavior of n-Pentane for each of the configurations. This behavior will vary
somewhat depending on the fluid used in each configuration. These cycles have previously
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been analyzed in other works, such as that by Wang et al. [101] and Saleh et al. [108], and
have been summarized in the review by Saadatfar et al. [123].
Models for the various configurations were designed based on the input/output relation-
ships of the various components. Standard conservation of mass, conservation of energy,
isentropic efficiency, and effectiveness equations were formulated for all of the state points
and processes of the cycles, and were solved using Engineering Equation Solver (EES) [124],
which also supplied the thermofluid properties for the various working fluids. The simplest
components in each system were the evaporator and condenser, calibrated to evaporate a
fluid at 100oC and condense it at 30oC, varying the pressure based on the individual fluid
properties. Each configuration was designed to heat the fluid until it reached a saturated
vapor state (x=1), and condense it until it reached a saturated liquid state (x=0). The use
of saturated vapor proved beneficial for the application of this cycle. In a design that utilizes
photovoltaic cells, it is undesirable to have cells in series where some cells are at a higher
temperature than others. This would simultaneously reduce the efficiency of the whole se-
ries of cells, while also degrading some cells at a faster rate due to the higher temperatures.
Since the system is designed for the working fluid to directly cool the cells via convection, the
saturated vapor condition maintains a near constant temperature throughout the heating
process via evaporation.
Each configuration was designed to operate using a single stage turbine/expander with
an isentropic efficiency of 85% and a pump with an isentropic efficiency of 65%. The exit of
the turbine was calculated based on a known condensing pressure, as follows:
h2,s = f(s1, P2) (3.1)
h2 = h1 + ηt(h2,s − h1) (3.2)
The pump exit properties are calculated in a similar fashion:
h4,s = f(s3, P4) (3.3)
h4 = h3 +
1
ηp
(h4,s − h3) (3.4)
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Figure 3.6: Simple ORC diagram.
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Figure 3.9: IHE ORC T-s diagram.
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The variable subscripts in the above equations are numbered in relation to the states found
in the diagram for the simple ORC.
An IHE was implemented in two of the configurations in this investigation. It had the
purpose of recovering heat from the exhaust of the turbine to preheat liquid after pumping
to a higher pressure. This was treated as a simple counter-flow model with an effectiveness
of 0.8. The input and output states can be calculated as follows:
 =
T2 − T3
T2 − T5 (3.5)
h6 − h5 = h2 − h3 (3.6)
The states referenced in the above two equations correspond to the states shown in Figures
3.8 and 3.9, where the properties of states 2 and 5 are known. State 3 can be found using
equation 3.5 and a known pressure, and state 6 can be found using equation 3.6 and a known
pressure.
The effect of an OFOH on performance was examined in the third configuration. The
OFOH was designed so that the exit state (state 6 in Figures 3.10 and 3.11) was a saturated
liquid (x=0). This specification allowed a calculation of the bleed fraction, as shown:
y =
h6 − h5
h3 − h5 (3.7)
The CFOH configuration consisted of the heat exchanger and a mixer, as shown in
Figures 3.12 and 3.13. The exit condition was specified in state 7 as a saturated liquid. The
equation for the heat exchanger in the second configuration was modified for the CFOH to
act as a condenser, as shown:
 =
T6 − T5
T3,cond − T5 (3.8)
An additional equation was required based on an energy balance relating the bleed ratio (y)
to the enthalpies:
y =
h6 − h5
h3 − h7 − (h5 − h6) (3.9)
The mixer operated in similar fashion to the OFOH, as shown:
h9 = yh8 + (1− y)h6 (3.10)
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The final configuration utilized a combination of an IHE and a CFOH and was analyzed
using the corresponding equations.
An optimization of the condensing temperature (T3,cond) for the bleed superheated fluid
was required for the last three configurations. This was carried out using a parametric
study to the nearest tenth of a degree and is shown in Table 3.3 for the OFOH and CFOH
configurations, and in Table 3.4 for the IHE and CFOH configuration (Table 3.2 shows the
performance parameters for the simple cycle). The optimized temperature for the bleed
dictated the intermediate pressure due to the requirement of the saturated liquid state at
the exit of the OFOH and CFOH. Secondary pumps, operating at the efficiency listed above,
were used in these configurations to raise the pressure from the intermediate pressure (P3)
to a high pressure (P1).
3.5 CYCLE PERFORMANCE AND FEASIBILITY
3.5.1 Performance of the Five Configurations
The above configurations were analyzed for twenty-seven fluids, chosen based on the liter-
ature survey described above, and available ranges of accurate data on fluid behavior. Of
these, there were fairly common refrigerants and alkanes, as well as more atypical fluids,
such as R11 and hexane. An analysis of the basic cycle was first performed to obtain per-
formance based on efficiency (ηth,S), the volume ratio between the outlet and inlet of the
turbine (V˙2/V˙1), the volumetric flow rate at the exit of the turbine (V˙2), and the mass flow
rate at the exit of the turbine (m˙). While an evaluation of efficiency is self-explanatory, it
is important to identify the necessity for the remaining metrics. The volume ratio identifies
the amount of expansion that a fluid undergoes in the turbine, with a typical maximum
value of ten for a single stage (an axial turbine design is assumed). The volumetric flow
rate identifies the amount of volume of gas necessary to produce a given amount of power
(1 MW for this study, which requires an approximate PV field size of 1 hectare, based on
∼ 1kW/m2 of solar insolation). Larger values will require large turbines for the same amount
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of power and are therefore undesirable. Some fluids in the study resulted in prohibitively
high values, resulting in their exclusion from comparison analyses described later in this
section. Mass flow rates depend on volumetric flow rates and fluid density, and are used in
sizing the components of a cycle.
Table 3.2 summarizes the key parameters for each fluid for the basic ORC. The perfor-
mance parameters described above are provided in the columns on the right side of the table.
It is immediately apparent that R11 has the best performance with the highest efficiency, an
acceptable volume ratio, and a comparably low volumetric flow rate. However, environmen-
tal aspects described later, as well as improvements in performance of other fluids in more
advanced cycles, prevent it from being a recommended working fluid. Heavy alkanes, from
n-Heptane to n-Dodecane, show good potential in efficiency, but as already mentioned, have
prohibitively high volume ratios and volumetric flow rates and are also not recommended
as working fluids. Several fluids have also shown outlet states that consist of a mixture of
liquid and vapor, and are thus unacceptable in the scope of this study due to the nature of
the turbine design. While expanders that operate within the vapor dome have previously
been examined, they are technologically complex and are outside the scope of this study.
Three configurations were examined after the basic cycle: IHE, OFOH, and CFOH ORCs
(Table 3.3). Additional key performance characteristics for the IHE configuration are the
outlet temperature of the vapor, T3, and outlet temperature of the liquid, T6. These provide
a measure of useful heat recycled before entering the condenser, and can be compared to
T2, the temperature at which the vapor would enter the condenser without the IHE. As
can be seen in Table 3.3, some fluids were excluded from the IHE configuration. These
fluids display wet behavior, causing the output state 2 to be at the saturation temperature.
For both the OFOH and the CFOH, the fraction of fluid, y, used in preheating and the
condensing temperature of the feed fluid, T3,cond, are important in describing the optimal
states of performance. All three configurations show increases in performance when compared
to the basic cycle. Fluids with a higher turbine exiting temperature, T2, proved to benefit
significantly from the use of the IHE, while those that had lower exiting temperatures showed
higher increases from the cycles utilizing feed fluid heaters. The IHE configuration proved
to have the best impact on heavy alkanes, with n-Dodecane having the highest efficiency at
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Table 3.2: Simple ORC performance parameters
Fluid Tc[
oC] x2[%] T2[
oC] P2[kPa] P1[kPa] m˙[kg/s] V˙2[m
3/s] V˙2/V˙1 ηth,S
R11 198 100 35.04 125.3 817.4 35.15 0.8186 6.118 0.1358
R12 112 93.47 30 744.3 3342 68.97 0.2693 5.642 0.103
R114 145.7 100 54.87 249.8 1406 51.08 0.4779 6.415 0.119
R123 183.7 100 47.8 109.7 786.8 35.99 0.7639 7.216 0.1321
R124 122.3 100 37.17 446.1 2377 49.91 0.2845 6.625 0.1181
R134a 101 83.4 30 770.6 3975 61.34 0.1613 8.495 0.1015
R141b 204.2 100 42.04 94.16 677.2 27.5 0.9202 6.889 0.1345
R142b 137.1 100 34.34 390.9 2079 34.36 0.3404 5.933 0.1254
R152a 113.3 89.97 30 690.7 3511 30.69 0.208 6.212 0.1173
R161 102.1 76.46 30 1056 4816 33.57 0.1645 6.402 0.1053
R227ea 102.8 100 35.03 526.5 2827 79.66 0.1934 10.09 0.09995
R236fa 124.9 100 46.5 320.4 1936 47.95 0.3124 7.672 0.1171
R245fa 154 100 47.42 177.2 1269 33.85 0.4627 7.773 0.1264
R1234ze(E) 109.4 99.14 30 579.7 3027 49.81 0.2142 7.425 0.1108
RC318 115.2 100 55.27 365.5 2054 67.64 0.2877 8.053 0.107
Isobutane 134.7 100 45.78 404.5 1984 20.58 0.3627 5.822 0.121
Isobutene 144.9 100 41.57 351.5 1842 18.49 0.3841 5.848 0.1259
n-Butane 152 100 48.33 283.9 1526 17.84 0.4537 5.937 0.1257
Isopentane 187.2 100 57.57 109 721.2 17.51 0.859 6.884 0.1276
n-Pentane 196.5 100 57.68 82.62 590.5 16.46 1.018 7.255 0.1285
Isohexane 224.6 100 62.79 34.58 308.5 16.86 1.761 8.834 0.1285
n-Hexane 234.7 100 61.68 25 240 16.2 2.206 9.366 0.1299
n-Heptane 267 100 63.64 7.776 106.2 15.84 4.362 12.98 0.1304
n-Octane 296.2 100 64.88 2.437 47.02 15.72 8.83 17.93 0.1309
n-Nonane 321.4 100 65.83 0.7968 21.03 15.83 17.86 24.42 0.1302
n-Decane 344.6 100 66.11 0.2556 9.605 15.79 35.42 34.56 0.1307
n-Dodecane 385 100 66.41 0.02682 2.029 15.79 140.3 69.55 0.1305
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0.148, an improvement of 8.98% over the highest value for the basic cycle (R11). This was
also the highest value out of the three configurations in the table. R11 was found to have the
highest values for the OFOH (0.1454) and CFOH (0.1469) configurations. Overall, alkanes
with high turbine exit temperatures showed a smaller increase in performance in the OFOH
and CFOH configurations, due to the loss of useful heat to condensing, while refrigerants
R11, R141b, and R123 maintained the highest performance values, similar to the basic case.
Additionally, in most cases, the CFOH configuration proved to perform better than the
OFOH.
An advanced configuration, utilizing an IHE and a CFOH, as shown in Figures 3.14
and 3.15, was then examined. In addition to the efficiency and volumetric flow rate, the
key performance indicators for this configuration were the feed fluid fraction, y, condensing
temperature of the feed, T3,cond, heat exchanger gas outlet temperature, T6, and liquid outlet
temperature, T7, and are shown in Table 3.4. Additionally, the volumetric flow rate at
the turbine outlet was again examined to observe the impact of using a feed fluid heater,
compared to the basic cycle case. N-Pentane, Isopentane, and other heavier alkanes showed
the highest performance, with several resulting in an efficiency greater than 0.15. All of
the fluids showed higher performance levels than other configurations. However, all fluids,
with the exception of R227ea, additionally showed higher volumetric flow rates for this
configuration, compared to the basic case. The use of a bleed was concluded to be the
result, requiring a higher mass flow to produce comparable expander work. The highest
efficiency was produced by n-Dodecane at 0.1526, an increase of 12.4% over the highest
value of the basic case. (It is later shown that other factors exclude R11 from being a usable
fluid, as well as n-Dodecane.)
The efficiency performance of acceptable fluids based on the criteria of volumetric flow
rate and volume ratio for all of the ORC configurations can be seen in Figure 3.16. The
heavy alkanes, such as Isopentane, n-Pentane, Isohexane, and n-Hexane, can be seen to have
the highest performance when operated using the cycle that combines IHE and CFOH. Other
fluids, such as R11, R123, and R141b, also show high performance. Additionally, R245fa,
R114, and n-Butane show comparable, slightly lower values and have the potential to be
recommended based on other metrics.
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Table 3.3: ORC performance parameters for IHE, OFOH, and CFOH configurations
Internal Heat Ex-
changer (IHE)
Open Feed Organic
fluid Heater (OFOH)
Closed Feed Organic
fluid Heater (CFOH)
Fluid T3[
oC] T6[
oC] ηth,IHE y T3,cond ηth,OFOH y T3,cond ηth,CFOH
[oC] [oC]
R11 31.79 33.21 0.1371 0.1559 65 0.1454 0.1304 61.9 0.1469
R12 – – – 0.2377 62 0.1139 0.1257 48.5 0.1369
R114 36.2 44.92 0.1301 0.2406 65.8 0.1321 0.1891 60.5 0.1366
R123 33.95 40.11 0.1387 0.1911 65.6 0.1434 0.1639 63.3 0.1444
R124 32.79 34.88 0.1207 0.2559 65.1 0.1311 0.1911 58.5 0.1382
R134a – – – 0.3015 61.2 0.1138 0.1980 52.4 0.1308
R141b 32.99 36.81 0.1382 0.1693 65.6 0.1447 0.1447 63.3 0.1456
R142b 32.03 33.11 0.1266 0.2171 65 0.1372 0.1651 59 0.1424
R152a – – – 0.2462 64.3 0.1292 0.1693 55.8 0.1397
R161 – – – 0.2766 61.4 0.1169 0.1677 50.8 0.1361
R227ea 32.71 33.93 0.1017 0.3246 61.8 0.1134 0.2301 54.5 0.1266
R236fa 34.31 40.06 0.1248 0.2676 65.5 0.1308 0.2098 60.2 0.136
R245fa 34.06 40.36 0.1338 0.2206 65.7 0.1388 0.1846 62.5 0.141
R1234ze(E) – – – 0.2865 64.1 0.1240 0.2023 56.2 0.1348
RC318 36.18 45.68 0.1213 0.311 65.5 0.1216 0.2401 59.7 0.1283
Isobutane 34.35 40.04 0.1278 0.2398 65.6 0.1336 0.1811 59.3 0.1392
Isobutene 32.83 37.12 0.1306 0.2612 72.4 0.1341 0.2037 66.4 0.1378
n-Butane 34.55 41.47 0.1334 0.2151 65.7 0.1376 0.1719 61.1 0.1409
Isopentane 35.88 47.21 0.1398 0.203 66.1 0.1392 0.1736 63.7 0.1401
n-Pentane 35.83 46.85 0.1402 0.1951 66 0.1398 0.1693 64.1 0.1403
Isohexane 36.71 50.39 0.143 0.1947 66.2 0.1398 0.1727 65.1 0.1395
n-Hexane 36.5 49.64 0.1422 0.187 65.6 0.1411 0.1677 64.8 0.1406
n-Heptane 36.78 50.68 0.1446 0.1837 66 0.1413 0.1662 65.6 0.1405
n-Octane 37 51.51 0.1456 0.1816 66 0.1417 0.1651 65.8 0.1407
n-Nonane 37.18 52.25 0.1453 0.1804 66 0.1408 0.1644 65.9 0.1398
n-Decane 37.23 52.52 0.146 0.1797 66 0.1414 0.1638 65.9 0.1403
n-Dodecane 37.28 52.55 0.1459 0.1802 66 0.1412 0.1643 65.9 0.1401
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Table 3.4: ORC performance parameters for IHE with CFOH configuration
Fluid y T3,cond T6[
oC] T7[
oC] V˙2[m
3/s] ηth,IHE
[oC] CFOH
R11 0.1254 62.6 31.23 32.89 0.858 0.1479
R12 – – – – – –
R114 0.1533 66 35.37 44.49 0.5011 0.1447
R123 0.1449 67.7 33.7 39.85 0.8239 0.1488
R124 0.1773 59.7 31.82 34.19 0.2928 0.1402
R134a – – – – – –
R141b 0.1339 65.9 32.59 36.58 0.9812 0.1481
R142b 0.158 59.6 31.2 32.44 0.3515 0.1434
R152a – – – – – –
R161 – – – – – –
R227ea 0.2131 55.2 31.39 33.25 0.191 0.1284
R236fa 0.1847 64.1 33.63 39.56 0.3327 0.1415
R245fa 0.1628 66.8 33.69 40.02 0.5002 0.146
R1234ze(E) – – – – – –
RC318 0.1948 65.9 35.46 45.23 0.3072 0.139
Isobutane 0.1574 63 33.56 39.45 0.3767 0.144
Isobutene 0.1923 69.4 32.74 37.03 0.4352 0.1411
n-Butane 0.1481 65.7 34.02 41.01 0.4798 0.1463
Isopentane 0.1407 71.4 35.67 46.99 0.9324 0.1486
n-Pentane 0.1382 71.8 35.66 46.67 1.107 0.1483
Isohexane 0.1354 74.6 36.62 50.3 1.932 0.1497
n-Hexane 0.1323 74.5 36.43 49.56 2.421 0.1486
n-Heptane 0.13 75.5 36.75 50.64 4.788 0.1504
n-Octane 0.1274 76.1 36.98 51.5 9.693 0.151
n-Nonane 0.1257 76.6 37.17 52.24 19.61 0.1504
n-Decane 0.1249 76.8 37.22 52.52 38.89 0.1511
n-Dodecane 0.1249 76.8 37.28 52.55 154.1 0.1509
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Figure 3.16: Efficiency of acceptable fluids for all configurations
While volumetric flow rate and volume ratio were initially used as a filtering criteria,
it is important to further investigate the relationship, if any, between these values and the
efficiency. Figure 3.17 shows the relationship between volumetric flow rate and efficiency
for the basic ORC cycle and the advanced ORC that utilizes both the IHE and CFOH.
Asymptotic behavior can be seen in both cases, with a much stronger presence seen in the
advanced cycle. We can conclude that the system being evaluated approaches a maximum
possible efficiency where any fluid that produces a higher volumetric flow rate can be expected
to have little increase in efficiency. This behavior is expected, since the upper limit that is
achievable is the Carnot limit (0.188 for the operating temperatures in this study). The
heavy alkanes, not displayed in the figure due to their high volumetric flow rate, further
confirm this hypothesis. No such relationship can be found between efficiency and volume
ratio, shown in Figure 3.18. A larger range of values can be observed for the basic cycle,
while the advanced cycle appears to show a high concentration between values of 0.14 and
0.15 for efficiency.
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Figure 3.17: Simple and Advanced configurations vs. volumetric flow rate
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It is important to evaluate the impact of increased complexity and cost of the system
when evaluating the working fluids. The advanced configuration (IHE+CFOH) is the most
complex of those evaluated in this study. It would then be expected to have the highest cost
associated with it. Several previous studies, mentioned above, have evaluated the simpler
IHE configuration. Thus, an evaluation of the relative increase in efficiency was conducted,
comparing the advanced configuration to the IHE and simple cycle configurations, shown in
Figure 3.19. The range of improvement over the basic ORC varies between 9% and 31%,
while the improvement over the IHE configuration is between 4% and 26%. It can be seen
that the improvement over the basic configuration is significant. However, for several fluids,
the ORC and CFOH configuration is only marginally better than the simpler IHE. Thus,
when analyzing system costs, depending on the working fluid, it may be more advantageous
to use the IHE configuration. Other factors, discussed below, additionally would influence
this decision.
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Figure 3.19: Relative increase in performance of advanced ORC vs. simple cycle and IHE
configurations
3.5.2 Environmental Impact and Potential Hazards
The concept of sustainable production of solar energy applies to the technologies harvesting
this energy. Therefore, if any parts of a design are harmful to the environment in a direct
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or indirect way, then the technology itself cannot be deemed truly sustainable. Within the
scope of this study, a sustainable design is considered to be one that operates using fluids
with low global warming potential (GWP) and ozone depletion potential (ODP). In this way,
the ORCs described in the above analysis must be designed using materials with minimal
environmental impact. Working fluids in the ORC design that have high ODP and GWP
must also be avoided. Direct impact on the environment from the working fluids manifests
itself in the toxicity and flammability of the fluids. Fortunately, the refrigerants considered
in this study are fairly benign. Additionally, of those examined, only those belonging to the
alkane class are flammable [125]. Precautions would be required if operating using alkane
refrigerants. While the ORC system is designed to operate at temperatures no higher than
130oC (further discussed below), varying solar inputs can create potential heat spikes. Safety
protocols will need to be implemented to relieve these spikes and prevent high temperatures
from occurring locally.
Table 3.5 shows the ODP and GWP metrics for each fluid based on several sources.
The alkanes that were examined in this investigation have ODPs of 0 and GWPs below 25,
and are thus not included in the table (some other refrigerants, such as R1234ze(E), have
similar values and are being used to replace older more environmentally hazardous fluids).
It is immediately apparent that R11 and R114 are not feasible due to their ODP of one.
Similarly, while R123 and R141b have much lower ODPs, their use is regulated and they
would not be recommended. R245fa has an ODP of 0 and a GWP of approximately 1000,
which is lower than a significant number of refrigerants. However, it is still nearly two orders
of magnitude higher than the alkanes with a comparable or higher efficiency. From these
results, it can be seen that alkanes, though flammable, as discussed above, have the highest
potential when evaluated on the basis of environmental sustainability and efficiency.
3.5.3 Analysis of Selected Fluids
From the above results, it can be concluded that based on measures of efficiency, volumetric
flow rate, volume ratio, and environmental impact, a small group of fluids should be chosen
to operate in the ORC in this study: n-Butane, Isopentane, n-Pentane, Isohexane, and n-
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Table 3.5: Environmental Properties of Refrigerants
ODP GWP (based on 100 year time horizon)
40 CFR Montreal FAR WMO SROC 40 CFR TAR WMO Other
82 [126] Protocol [127] IPCC [128] 2006 [129] [130] 82 [126] [131] 2002 [132]
R11 1 1 4750 4750 4680 4000 4600 4680
R12 1 1 10900 10890 10720 8500 10600 10720
R114 1 1 10000 10040 9300 9800 9880
R123 0.02 0.02 77 77 76 93 120 76
R124 0.022 0.022 609 609 599 480 620 599
R134a 1430 1300 1320
R141b 0.11 0.11 725 725 713 630 700 713
R142b 0.065 0.065 2310 2310 2270 2000 2400 2270
R152a 124 120 122
R161 – – – – – – 12 [133]
R227ea 3220 3500 3660
R236fa 9810 9400 9650
R245fa 1030 950 1020
R1234ze(E) – – – – – – 6 [134]
RC318 10300
Hexane. These can be measured against each other on the basis of efficiency, volume ratio,
and volumetric flow rate, since their environmental impact is negligible. Figure 3.20 shows
the performance of these working fluids in these categories. It is immediately apparent
that there is little variation in performance with respect to efficiency. There is only a 3%
range from the lowest value (n-Butane) to the highest (n-Hexane). There is, however, a
large increase in volumetric flow rate of 400% from n-Butane to n-Hexane, implying that
an expander roughly five times the size would be required for n-Hexane, when compared
to n-Butane. Thus, the trade-off between efficiency and cost associated with turbine size
is favorable, with little drop in efficiency for a large reduction in size, and therefore cost.
Additionally, the volume ratio for n-Hexane is roughly 60% higher than n-Butane. Overall,
it can then be concluded that n-Butane is the most suitable working fluid for the application
of an ORC utilizing solar energy at a temperature of 100oC. This analysis compared the
performance of the fluids used in the IHE and CFOH configuration. As discussed above, for
a certain selected fluid, the simpler IHE configuration is worth considering. In the case of n-
Butane, there is approximately a 9.4% increase in performance for the advanced configuration
over the IHE configuration. While system costs vary depending on the application, such an
increase may be significant enough to justify using the more complex design.
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3.6 PERFORMANCE OF OPTIMIZED ORC COMBINED WITH
SELECTED PV
3.6.1 Combined Cycle Behavior
The ORCs analyzed in the previous section can operate on heat provided by any heat source.
One such source, as discussed above, can be the heat output of concentrated solar PV
modules. The values provided by Table 3.1 can be used to calculate the performance of the
various cells at a temperature of 110oC. Assuming a 10oC temperature drop from the PV
module to the operating cycle fluid, the PV module can power the ORC cycle described
above. It is then important to evaluate the benefit of such a combined cycle.
It is commonly known that PV cell efficiency decreases with increasing temperature.
Thus, there must be a significant increase in performance of the combined PV and ORC
system over the basic PV system, particularly one operating at a lower temperature. Figure
3.21 shows the efficiency of the chosen PV cells operating at 25oC and 110oC alone and
combined with an ORC operating at 110oC. It can be observed that all cells, with the
exception of CdS, show a significant decrease in efficiency from 25oC to 110oC. This is
offset by the addition of an ORC to the 110oC case. A solar efficiency of nearly 45% can
be achieved through such a combination, when utilizing InGaP/InGaAs/Ge triple-junction
cells at 200x concentration.
However, the decrease in performance of the PV cells at a higher temperature is signifi-
cant enough to offset the increase in performance added by the ORC to a substantial degree
for some types of cells. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 3.22, where the benefit
of adding the ORC is quantified in terms of efficiency in comparison to the two operating
temperature levels of the PV. Evaluating the performance comparison with the 25oC case, it
can be seen that CdS experiences the highest gain (∼12%), with the second highest observed
for the triple-junction cells at 200x concentration (∼7%).
This can additionally be evaluated in terms of the increase in performance where the
base cases are the PV cells operating alone at the two temperatures. Figure 3.23 shows
the percentage increase in performance over the base scenarios. CdS cells clearly show a
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Figure 3.21: Efficiency of various PV cells and combined PV and ORC module. First sub-
script indicates type of energy conversion (PV or ORC). Second subscript indicates operating
temperature for PV and configuration (working fluid, cycle type) for ORC.
substantial benefit from adding an ORC, with a nearly 100% increase over the 25oC case,
while other types of cells show increases of approximately 20%.
From this analysis, a twofold benefit can be seen from using a combined PV and ORC
system. Low efficiency PV cells (CdS) can experience a much larger increase in overall
performance, while high efficiency PV cells (TJ 200x) can be a part of very high efficiency
systems. Other factors, such as system cost and complexity can impact the choice of the
combination used. Concentration using optics can reduce the cost of higher efficiency cells.
Additionally, the reduced area exposed to the environment can reduce thermal losses, when
the operating temperature is kept constant. Further work in module design and output
stabilization due to varying solar inputs is required to determine the optimum combined
cycle.
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3.6.2 Sensitivity to Temperature
It is important to consider how a system responds to variations in different operating param-
eters. One such parameter that can be varied is the operating temperature of the PV cells,
and therefore the evaporation temperature of the working fluid in the ORC cycle. CdS and
TJ 200x PV materials were examined for their variation in performance. The efficiencies
of the PV cell, the ORC, and the combination of both were calculated for a temperature
range of 80oC to 130oC as the ORC heat input temperature (T1), and are shown in Figures
3.24 and 3.25. Both figures show that there is a marginal increase in overall performance
for both cell types, with a somewhat higher increase for CdS cells. As expected, the ORC
cycle operates at a higher efficiency for higher temperatures. This is, however, offset by
the decreasing performance of the cells at higher temperatures. CdS cells are least affected
by increasing temperature and thus show a greater increase in overall performance. It is
worth noting that the overall solar efficiency of the triple-junction system crosses 45% at the
highest operating temperature.
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Figure 3.24: Efficiency of the PV cell, ORC, and combination of both for CdS cells at varying
T1.
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Figure 3.25: Efficiency of the PV cell, ORC, and combination of both for TJ 200x cells at
varying T1.
3.7 CONCLUSION
The feasibility of a combined PVT/ORC system was examined, based on the improvement of
the combination in efficiency, compared to the PV cells operating alone. The performance of
a variety of fluids as working fluids for the organic Rankine cycle were analyzed for efficiency,
volumetric flow rate, volume ratio, and mass flow rate. Five configurations of the ORC were
examined: the basic cycle, ORC with an internal heat exchanger (IHE), ORC with an open
feed organic fluid heater (OFOH), ORC with a closed feed organic fluid heater (CFOH), and
ORC with an internal heat exchanger and a closed feed organic fluid heater (IHE-CFOH).
It was found that alkanes (Butane, Pentane, and Hexane), although flammable, performed
best in terms of efficiency, while meeting criteria for volumetric flow rate and volume ratio.
The advanced configuration using an IHE and a CFOH was found to be the best match for
these fluids.
Finally, based on the above parameters, n-Butane was found to have the highest potential
for a highly efficient, while economically and environmentally viable, operating fluid. The
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optimized ORC was then combined with five types of PV cells to examine the improvement
on overall efficiency over operating PV alone. It was found that CdS cells benefit the most
from the combination, nearly doubling the overall efficiency. It should be noted that triple-
junction cells at high concentration combined with an ORC were able to achieve over 45%
solar efficiency.
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4.0 NUMERICAL STUDY OF MOLTEN SALT SOLAR BIOMASS
GASIFICATION REACTOR
The work above shows that a combination of two renewable energy technologies can pro-
duce an overall increase in performance. The overall behavior of the hybrid PV-ORC cycle
shows promise for implementation in applications where environmental implications and/or
standalone operation is important. Moreover, as our understanding of these hybrid cycles
improves, it is possible that they can become more commonly used in a range of appli-
cations. However, given the current energy profile in the U.S., and the world, it is also
important to examine combinations of renewable energy technologies that can have a more
versatile impact, and be integrated with conventional systems. One such combination that
has been found to have this potential is a combination of solar thermal energy and biomass
gasification.
As previously mentioned, the process of gasification is an endothermic reaction and
requires a source of heat. Highly concentrated solar energy at a high temperature is an
excellent potential renewable source. This can limit, or entirely eliminate, the need for
oxidation to meet the thermal demand, and increase the overall energy density of the product
gas. Several solar gasification reactors have been studied and have shown successful operation
[49, 50, 135–138]. However, they have drawbacks, one of which is the inconsistency of the
incoming solar energy due to cloud cover and the daily solar variation. Thermal storage
in the form of molten salt is often used to mitigate this in traditional solar thermal power
plants. This is difficult to implement in existing solar gasifiers as they directly expose the
biomass to the solar energy in various configurations. An alternative is to use the molten salt
itself as the medium that both captures the solar energy and facilitates biomass gasification.
Several groups studied the performance of biomass gasification in molten salt, showing that
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it is feasible and actually accelerates the process [55, 139, 140]. There are no existing CFD
studies, however, of biomass reacting in a liquid salt medium with an external heat source.
This work will create an approach and a model that will attempt to predict the results of
existing studies of molten salt reactors.
4.1 PREVIOUS CFD STUDIES OF GASIFICATION
Modeling the process of pyrolysis and gasification is incredibly complex. Thus, many CFD
studies limit their focus to one or only a few aspects of the process. All gasifiers contain
an interaction of two media: the biomass in solid form and the gas that reacts with the
biomass to produce gaseous products. The biomass can be mixed with a solid, or in some
cases, a liquid, with the reactor operating as a fluidized bed or a bubble column, respectively.
In both cases, both phase combinations, gas-solid and gas-liquid, must be modeled using a
CFD model. In certain applications, each phase can be treated as continuous, and a Eulerian
framework can be utilized. In a series of studies that utilized this framework, Papadikis et
al. studied pyrolysis in a fluidized bed reactor in three parts, with the first study examining
momentum transport [53], the second study focusing on heat, momentum, and mass [52],
and the third on the effect of biomass shrinkage [54]. Their model utilized a continuous
model for both the solid and the gas, while using a customized function to describe the
Lagrangian behavior of a biomass particle undergoing pyrolysis. Another study by Xue and
Fox focused on modeling pyrolysis of biomass in a fluidized bed reactor [141]. Their group
used the findings of this study to then create a CFD model for a fluidized bed gasifier using
a Eulerian framework and coupling the transport equations with chemical kinetic models to
describe the process of biomass pyrolysis and subsequent gasification [142].
While the above studies used a Euler-Euler model to describe the two phases interact-
ing, some groups chose to use a more complex and computationally intensive Euler-Lagrange
approach [143, 144]. This approach models individual particles or bubbles and their interac-
tion with a continuous medium, either gas or liquid. Ku et al. used this approach to model
a fluidized bed reactor using the Eulerian model for the gas phase and a discrete element
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method (DEM) for the biomass and sand particles [144]. A similar methodology may be
used to track individual bubble evolution in a bubble column. Darmana et al. utilized this
discrete bubble model (DBM) to create a three-dimensional model of a bubble column and
study hydrodynamics, mass transfer, and chemical reactions [145].
A somewhat different approach to modeling pyrolysis and gasification was taken by
Hathaway et al., where their group modeled a single cellulose tablet that underwent pyrolysis
[55]. They used experimental data to calibrate their model to accurately predict reaction
rates for both pyrolysis and gasification in a contained reactor.
4.2 SOLAR GASIFIER DESIGNS
There are many varying ideas for optimizing the use of concentrated solar energy to gasify
biomass. Several designs that have been proposed are the packed bed [135], fluidized bed
[136], entrained flow [137], and drop-tube [138], the diagrams for each shown in Figures 4.1-
4.4. The packed bed design consists of solar radiation entering through a window focused
on the biomass, heating it to undergo a reaction. Fresh material replaces the old material as
it collapses. The fluidized bed design features a column on which sunlight is focused, inside
of which jets of steam and inert gas fluidize the flow, facilitating heat transfer and reaction.
The entrained flow gasifier operates using circulating jets that create a vortex for biomass
particles to travel along. The drop tube design consists of an array of tubes inside of a cavity
receiver with feedstock being delivered from the top.
A novel design for a solar gasifier was proposed and examined by Hathaway et al. [49, 50,
146], operating using molten salt as a medium to capture solar energy from a cavity receiver
and transfer it to the biomass being gasified directly within the molten salt. As shown in
Figure 4.5, the molten salt region was designed to surround the cavity receiver, absorbing
heat and driving the gasification reaction, as biomass is injected from the bottom of the of
the reactor along with the gas.
There has additionally been interest in modeling the drop-tube design. Several studies
have been carried out using CFD modeling of a cavity receiver with vertical absorber tubes
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Figure 4.5: Molten salt biomass gasifier diagram
[147–151]. These have focused on improving the original design by studying the various fac-
tors that influence performance, including the tube diameter, cavity diameter, performance
of a reflective receiver compared to an absorbing receiver, and several others. Several results
from these investigations on the heat flux impeding on the absorber tubes are used in this
study.
4.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
As stated above, there are no existing models for examining pyrolysis and gasification in a
molten salt reactor. This work will create a model using ANSYS software, using the findings
in the CFD studies described above to attempt to emulate results from experimental pyrolysis
and gasification studies in molten salt.
The process of gasification in molten salt involves three phases: solid, liquid, and gas,
that are exchanging momentum, temperature, and species. This is a complex problem,
which will require several simplifications. The first simplification is based on how the fluid
interaction is modeled. A Euler-Euler approach models phases as continuous at various
concentrations, while a Euler-Lagrange approach can model boundaries between the phases,
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such as individual bubbles and the surrounding liquid. The current work will operate using a
Euler-Euler (also known as two-fluid) approach due to the complexity of the reactions being
modeled. While the biomass enters the reactor as a solid, it quickly breaks down via the
pyrolysis reaction. The remaining char particles are assumed to be small enough to disperse
in the liquid and behave as a continuous phase mixed with the molten salt. Thus, the first
model will feature two interacting phases, each composed of several species.
Turbulence models vary in their complexity and ability to match results in experimental
measurements. The renormalization group theory (RNG) k −  model has been found to
adequately predict turbulent viscosity in bubble plumes and has been used extensively in
literature [152–155]. The model was chosen to be three-dimensional. Studies have shown
that a three-dimensional model is required for bubble plumes that undergo oscillations [156].
Both pyrolysis and gasification are endothermic reactions that require an external heat source
or an additional exothermic reaction. This is modeled using the energy equation, with a
simulated heat source present in the cavity receiver model to simulate realistic operation of
both the heat source and the heat sink occurring within the reactor. Several complex bubble
size models that account for coalescence and breakup have been proposed and examined
[152, 157, 158]. While these are of great interest for future work, a single bubble diameter
was utilized for this study, as the focus is on the chemical and thermal behavior of the gasifier.
Bubble diameter was estimated based on experimental findings of Sada et al. for varying
liquids, including some molten salts at raised temperatures [159]. These were later verified
in other studies focused on molten salt oxidation reactors [160, 161]. An initial model of a
square column was created. There have been several experimental and numerical studies on
a cylindrical column design, which can validate the results of the hydrodynamic behavior
[153, 162–164]. Gas hold-up, bubble velocity and other factors will be examined in the
solution of the numerical model and validated against results found in experimental studies.
The physical model consists of several equations describing the individual properties. This
behavior is described in the following subsection.
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4.3.1 Modeling Hydrodynamics
The governing equation for continuity in multiphase flow is:
∂
∂t
(αqρq) +∇ · (αqρq~vq) =
n∑
p=1
(m˙pq − m˙qp) + Sq (4.1)
where for a phase q, αq denotes the volume fraction, ρq denotes the density, ~vq denotes
velocity, and m˙pq denotes the mass transfer from phase p to phase q, while m˙qp characterizes
the opposite. Finally, Sq accounts for any source terms present. The continuity is followed
by the momentum description, as shown:
∂
∂t
(αqρq~vq) +∇ · (αqρq~vq~vq) = −αq∇p+∇ · τ q + αqρq~g
+
n∑
p=1
(~Rpq + m˙pq~vpq − m˙qp~vqp) + (~Fq + ~Flift,q + ~Fwl,q + ~Fvm,q + ~Ftd,q) (4.2)
where ~vqp is the interphase velocity, ~Fq is an external body force, ~Flift,q is a lift force, ~Fvm,q is
a virtual mass force, ~Fwl,q is a wall lubrication force, ~Ftd,q is a turbulent dispersion force, and
~Rpq is an interaction force between phases. The term ~Rpq is described using the interphase
momentum exchange coefficient Kpq, as follows:
n∑
p=1
~Rpq =
n∑
p=1
Kpq(~vp − ~vq) (4.3)
where Kpq is defined by:
Kpq =
ρpf
6τp
dpAi (4.4)
and where Ai is the interfacial area, f is the drag function and is dependent on the drag
coefficient CD, and τp is defined as:
τp =
ρpd
2
p
18µq
(4.5)
There are numerous expressions for the drag coefficient, CD. The effect of these has been
extensively examined in previous studies. For the current investigation, the Tomiyama et al.
model is utilized, expressed as follows [165]:
f =
CDRe
24
(4.6)
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Re =
ρq|~vp − ~vq|dp
µq
(4.7)
CD = max
(
min
(
24
Re
(1 + 0.15Re0.687),
72
Re
)
,
8
3
Eo
Eo+ 4
)
(4.8)
Eo =
g(ρq − ρp)d2p
σ
(4.9)
The lift force is defined as a force exerted on the secondary phase by velocity gradients in
the primary phase, and can be found as follows:
~Flift = −CLρqαp(~vq − ~vp)× (∇× ~vq) (4.10)
where CL is the lift coefficient, and similar to the drag coefficient, has been described using
several models[166–168]. For this investigation, it has been defined by a constant value:
CL = 0.5 (4.11)
This definition has been thoroughly examined by other authors and shown to produce good
results [162, 169, 170]. The virtual mass force is defined as the inertia of the primary phase
reacting to an acceleration experienced by the secondary phase in relation to the primary
phase. This force is quantified as shown:
~Fvm = 0.5αpρq
(
dq~vq
dt
− dp~vp
dt
)
(4.12)
While the effect of other forces has been studied elsewhere, they are currently neglected in
this model, due to numerical instabilities caused by the interaction with the chemical reaction
models. Several physical parameters highly impact the hydrodynamic behavior. The molten
salt blend that was simulated in this study is based on that used in the experimental study
conducted by Hathaway et al. [55]. The properties of the blend are summarized in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.1: Property values of molten salt blend
Property Value
Density 1680 kg
m3
Viscosity 0.00206 kg
m−s
Surface tension 0.208N
m
Thermal conductivity 0.75 W
m−K
Specific heat capacity 1842 J
kg−K
Since each phase consists of several species, they must additionally be accounted for as
follows:
∂
∂t
(αqρqY
i
q ) +∇ · (αqρq~vqY iq ) = −∇ · αq ~J iq + αqRiq + αqSiq +
n∑
p=1
(m˙piqj − m˙qjpi) +R (4.13)
where Y iq is the local mass fraction of the species of the phase q, R
i
q is the net rate of
production of homogeneous species, Siq is the rate of creation by addition from the dispersed
phase, m˙piqj is the mass transfer source between species i and j from phase q to p, and R
accounts for the heterogeneous reaction rate. As mentioned above, a turbulence model is
necessary to properly describe the behavior of the bubble plume. Here, the RNG mixture
turbulence model describes the behavior:
∂
∂t
(ρmk) +∇ · (ρm~vmk) = ∇ ·
(
µt,m
σk
∇k
)
+Gk,m − ρm (4.14)
∂
∂t
(ρm) +∇ · (ρm~vm) = ∇ ·
(
µt,m
σ
∇
)
+

k
(C1Gk,m − C2ρm) (4.15)
where the turbulent viscosity is:
µt,m = ρmCµ
k2

(4.16)
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The term Gk,m denotes the production of turbulence kinetic energy, and can be found as
shown:
Gk,m = µt,m(∇~vm + (∇~vm)T ) : ∇~vm (4.17)
Inter-phase drag is an important property to consider when modeling multiphase flows. The
inter-phase drag coefficient accounts for this phenomenon.
For models considering a chemical reaction, it is necessary to account for energy transfer.
The conservation of energy equation is used for this in the following form:
∂
∂t
(αqρqhq) +∇ · (αqρq~uqhq) = αq ∂pq
∂t
+ τ q : ∇~uq −∇ · ~qq + Sq +
n∑
p=1
(Qpq + m˙pqhpq − m˙qphqp)
(4.18)
where for phase q, hq is the specific enthalpy, ~qq is the heat flux, Sq is a source term that
accounts for sources like chemical reaction, Qpq is the intensity of heat exchange between
phases p and q, and hpq is the interphase enthalpy.
4.3.2 Modeling Reaction Kinetics
As discussed in the findings of existing literature, the chemical reactions in a gasification
reactor are numerous and complex [52, 53, 141, 171]. Several homogeneous and heteroge-
neous chemical reactions occur at varying kinetic rates. Chen et al. presented a detailed
chemical model for the pyrolysis and gasification of wood [172]. Their model consisted of
three processes: pyrolysis into gas, char, tar; char gasification via heterogeneous reactions;
and homogeneous reactions within the gas phase. The current model implements a similar
technique, with a simplification based on the assumption that tar production is assumed to
be minimal, based on the findings of the molten salt experiments of Hathaway et al. [139].
Thus, the predicted resulting pyrolysis products are as follows:
biomass
→ pyrolysis gas products(CO,CO2, H2, H2O,CH4)→ char(Cs)
The composition of the devolatilization products can be estimated based on the proximate
and ultimate analysis of the biomass. The conversion to char is set to the proximate analysis
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of fixed carbon, similar to other pyrolysis simulation studies [171, 173–175]. The volatile
gas composition can be partially estimated based on a stoichiometic analysis, derived from
the ultimate analysis. This provides three equations, leaving two to be determined based on
emperical findings. The first equation can be estimated based on a ratio of CO to CO2 in
the pyrolysis products [55] The second equation is based on estimating H2O composition.
This reaction model, shown below, is implemented in the CFD cylindrical column model.
The resulting gas composition will be compared against the findings of Hathaway et al. for
a molten salt reactor [55, 139].
Cs +H2O → CO +H2 (4.19)
Cs + CO2 → CO (4.20)
CH4 +H2O → CO + 3H2 (4.21)
CO +H2O ↔ CO2 +H2 (4.22)
The rates for these reactions are based on previous empirical studies, with devolatilization
and steam gasification based on experimental findings of Hathaway et al.[55], while the other
reactions are based on previous studies of CFD modelling of gasification [171, 173–175]. Table
4.2 lists the activation energy, pre-exponential factor, and concentration coefficients. These
values are used to find the rate constant based on the Arrhenius equation:
kf,r = ArT
βrexp(
−Er
RT
) (4.23)
where Ar is the pre-exponential factor, βr is a temperature exponent (zero for the reactions
being considered), Er is the activation energy (
J
kgmol
), and R is the universal gas constant
( J
kgmol−K ). It is important to note that the water-gas shift reaction (5.3) is reversible, and can
be calculated using either a forward and a backward Arrhenius rate, or using an equilibrium
constant, based on Gibbs free energy. The former was chosen for this study, with the
subscripts f and b denoting the forward and backward rates, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Gasifier sub-system state properties
Reaction Ar Er Rate of Reference
Reaction
Devolatilization 1.15e9 2.38e8 Rdevol = kdevol[Cbiomass] [55]
(4.19) 2.5e4 1.58e8 R4.19 = k4.19[Ccs ]
2
3 [CH2O]
2
3 [55]
(4.20) 4.364 2.48e8 R4.20 = k4.20[CCO2 ] [174]
(4.21) 3e-3 1.25e8 R4.21 = k4.21[CCH4 ][CH2O] [174]
(5.3)f 2.78e3 1.26e7 R5.3f = k5.3f [CCO][CH2O] [171, 173, 174]
(5.3)b 1.02e5 4.55e7 R5.3b = k5.3b [CCO2 ][CH2 ] [171, 173, 174]
4.4 PRELIMINARY STUDY: VERIFICATION OF WATER-AIR AND
MOLTEN SALT-STEAM BEHAVIOR
In order to verify the behavior of the model in Fluent, a preliminary study was conducted to
examine and compare several closures for interphase forces. A square column was examined
with dimensions (height=45cm, width=15cm, depth=15cm) and mesh parameters (46,080
cells) based on a previous study conducted by Masood et al. [169]. The inlet was designated
with an 8x8 grid and a constant velocity, determined by the requirement of the superficial
gas velocity to be 0.0049m/s. The outlet boundary condition was set to degassing. These
parameters correspond to those used by Deen in a PIV experiment on a square bubble
column [176].
The goal of this preliminary study is to examine the predicted behavior of a molten
salt-steam bubble column and compare the results to the behavior predicted for a water-
air column. For ease of comparison, several drag closures were examined for the water-air
column: Schiller-Naumann, Grace, and Tomiyama. A constant lift coefficient of CL = 0.5
was used for all models. Since a square water-air column has previously been studied, the
results of the current model function as a reference to compare against those for the molten
column. It is worth noting that the water-air results showed strong agreement with those of
the study carried out by Masood et al. [169]. Axial liquid and gas velocities were examined
at various heights in the column with the results averaged over a period 100 seconds of
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Figure 4.6: Axial liquid velocity profile at each specified height
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Figure 4.7: Axial gas velocity profile at each specified height
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simulation time. Figure 4.6 shows the liquid velocities at each specified height while Figure
4.7 shows the gas velocities. A key observation can be made based on the above results in
that the behavior of each type of gas-liquid mixture is similar in magnitude and shape. The
liquid velocity for the molten salt maintains a higher peak at each measured height than
any of the predicted peaks for the water-air column. This correlates with the relatively high
peaks for the gas velocity as well, though not as sharply defined. These results demonstrate
that the behavior of the molten salt-steam column is expected to be comparable to that of
a water-air column, allowing for further investigations.
4.5 PHYSICAL MODEL
Several important factors influence the design of the computational domain and the condi-
tions for operation. The computational domain is designed to simulate an absorber tube
that is present inside a cavity receiver, as shown in the diagram in Figure 4.8. The absorber
is modeled as a cylinder with a diameter of 15cm and a height of 60cm, roughly proportional
to the tubes used in the study by Martinek et al.[150]. The larger size has been chosen due
to a larger body of CFD literature associated with bubble columns of similar size [153, 162–
164]. A cavity receiver can be designed with one or several absorber tubes, which dictates
the amount of heat that each will receive, compared to the total that will be entering the
cavity. For this investigation, a heat input of 5kW is assumed, with a non-uniform heat
flux, modeled using the results of the investigation of Martinek et al. [147]. The top and
bottom of the receiver are assumed to be insulated, and one side of the cylinder is assumed
to receive zero flux. The side facing the solar input is assumed to experience a peak in the
center of the receiver with respect to height and angle of position, and decrease parabolically
with respect to the angle around the horizontal plane of the cylinder and the cylinder height.
This profile is shown in the CFD model in Figure 4.9.
There is little data on the behavior of gases in high temperature molten salt bubble
columns. As such, an estimate for the bubble diameter was required. A study by Sada et
al. provides a general formula for finding bubble diameter based on fluid properties [159].
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Figure 4.8: Vertical cavity receiver and absorber diagram
A more recent investigation for chloride salts at a lower temperature reported diameters of
0.263cm to 0.407cm. Based on these works, an estimate for a bubble diameter of 0.4cm
was chosen. A mass flow boundary condition was applied to a region in the bottom of
the column, while the outlet boundary was set at the top of the column with a degassing
condition. The fluid domain is a non-uniform mesh, displayed in Figure 4.10, consisting of
52, 800 elements. Due to the large computational time requirement for attempting to achieve
chemical equilibrium, finer meshes were not attempted. However, the order of magnitude of
the number of elements used in this study is similar to that in other similar investigations
[153, 162, 169]. The solution was solved using in a transient phase-coupled SIMPLE scheme
for the pressure-velocity coupling, with time steps of 0.005 seconds and first order implicit
time stepping.
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Figure 4.9: Heat flux profile for ab-
sorber
Figure 4.10: Meshed computational
domain
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4.6 RESULTS OF CFD MODEL
Two investigations were carried out for the computational model: a non-reacting column with
molten salt as the primary phase and steam as the secondary phase to obtain an average flow
profile. The second investigation utilized the same domain to simulate a reacting column
with a heat flux distribution totaling 5kW, and a biomass and steam input corresponding
to the required flow rates to achieve steady state.
4.6.1 Non-reacting column
The required steam input can be calculated based on the total heat input and the content of
the biomass fuel. It is assumed that the biomass enters the gasifier after having undergone a
drying process, where there is a negligible amount of moisture present. The temperature of
the dried biomass is set to 400K, or just above the evaporating point of water. The steam
is assumed to be preheated to a temperature of 1050K using gases leaving the gasifier.
The power plant analysis described in Chapter 5 confirms that these numbers are within
the achievable performance of the system. Cellulose has a heat capacity of approximately
1400J/kg − K, while steam has a heat capacity of 2436J/kg − K. The pyrolysis reaction
described above has a heat of reaction of 146.8kJ/mol, and produces 1.752 moles carbon
char to 1 mole cellulose. The gasification reaction has a heat of reaction of 131kJ/mol. From
this data, an input rate of cellulose and the demand of steam for the gasification reaction
can be calculated. Given the above calculations, a stoichiometric amount of steam would
require a flow rate of 1.2e−4kg/s.
To establish hydrodynamic behavior, no reaction was assumed to occur in the first sim-
ulation. The simulation was operated over a period of 140 seconds, with the the initial 40
seconds allowing for the column to achieve steady state behavior, as has been done in other
studies [153, 162, 169], after which the average velocity, volume fraction, and turbulent ki-
netic energy were recorded. Figure 4.11 shows a snapshot of an instantaneous velocity profile
for a vertical plane through the column, along with several horizontal planes, while Figure
4.12 shows the average liquid velocity. These profiles can be compared to those found in
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studies by Akhtar et al.[177], where significant turbulent behavior occurs near the inlet area
and acquires a uniform pattern as the gas phase approaches the outlet. Figures 4.13 and 4.14
show the instantaneous and average volume fraction profiles, respectively. The high rate of
circulation observed in the velocity profile can be seen as represented in the behavior of the
bubble plume. The plume can be seen to disperse with column height, achieving a more
uniform pattern when approaching the outlet. The instantaneous turbulent kinetic energy
was also recorded, and is shown in Figure 4.15. High velocity gradients near the inlet were
expected to produce an increase in the kinetic energy, which can be observed. This decreases
as the plume rises, which coincides with lower velocity magnitude and gradient.
4.6.2 Reacting column
With the dynamics for a non-reacting plume in the column established, the behavior of
the reacting column now can be identified. The inlet of the column was modified to have
a center portion where biomass would be introduced, while a ring surrounding the center
would introduce the steam. A longer time is expected for the reacting column to achieve
steady state operation, due to the slower reaction rates. To mediate this, the column was
initialized with a low amount of carbon char to stabilize the gasification reaction and 100
seconds of simulation time was carried out before averaging data. Several parameters are
important in evaluating the performance of the reacting column. The presence of reactions
is expected to alter the hydrodynamic behavior, which is shown in Figure 4.16 for the liquid
velocity, Figure 4.17 for the gas holdup, and Figure 4.18 for the turbulent kinetic energy.
The most apparent change can be seen in the gas holdup, where the presence of the pyrolysis
and gasification reactions causes a large amount of gas to be created within the volume and
travel up the plume. The parameters of importance associated with chemical reactions in
the simulation are the rates of pyrolysis, gasification, and water-gas shift; the temperature;
and the composition of the gas leaving the reacting column. Figures 4.19, 4.20, and 4.21
show the respective reaction rates for these reactions. It was found that other reactions used
in the model occurred at rates several magnitudes less than the above reactions and thus are
not shown. The liquid temperature is shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.11: Instantaneous liquid velocity
[m/s]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Average liquid velocity [m/s]
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Figure 4.13: Instantaneous volume fraction
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Average volume fraction
 
Figure 4.15: Instantaneous turbulent kinetic energy [m2/s2]
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 Figure 4.16: Instantaneous liquid velocity
for reacting column [m/s]
 
Figure 4.17: Instantaneous gas holdup for
reacting column
 
Figure 4.18: Instantaneous turbulent ki-
netic energy for reacting column [m2/s2]
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 Figure 4.19: Instantaneous pyroly-
sis reaction rate for reacting column
[kgmol/m3 − s]
 
Figure 4.20: Instantaneous steam gasifi-
cation reaction rate for reacting column
[kgmol/m3 − s]
 
Figure 4.21: Instantaneous water-gas
shift reaction rate for reacting column
[kgmol/m3 − s]
 
Figure 4.22: Liquid temperature of react-
ing column [K]
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From what is known of the individual reaction properties, the behavior seen above is
consistent with what is expected. The devolatilization reaction occurs quickly and thus is
expected to have the highest rate near the inlet, with that rate being lessened by the low
inlet temperature. Gasification occurs where steam is at a higher concentration, which at
the lower part of the column, is where the inlet is. At the higher part of the column, this
increases due to the steam generation associated with pyrolysis. The exiting gas composition
is shown in Figure 4.23, and can be compared to the results of Hathaway et al. [139]. A
higher H2 content and lower CO2 content can be seen, and is consistent with what is expected
because the simulated molten salt does not react with steam. The process steam reacting
with molten salt has been experimentally studied [178]. It was found that steam reacts
with the melt to form bicarbonate and hydroxide ions, a process that is reversible with
reintroduction of CO2. This process was not modelled in the current investigation. It can be
assumed that after a period of time, the CO2 content with which the salt is charged would
be decreased, or an additional model can be implemented to estimate CO2 release from the
salt melt reacting with H2O. It is important to note that the products lean in favor of the
gasification reaction, similar to the results of Hathaway et al. [139]. This behavior partially
depends on the catalyzing effect of the molten salt and was accounted for in the gasification
reaction model. The catalyzing effects of molten salt have been studied experimentally with
a focus on the chemical pathways [179], and were additionally confirmed experimentally [55].
The results of this study demonstrate the viability of a reacting molten salt column
reactor heated by an external source. The scale examined here is of several kilowatts, but
can be increased to operate at district level power demand. A power plant model utilizing
such a gasifier is proposed in the next chapter, demonstrating that hybridization of several
energy sources can be of great benefit, and that renewable technologies can be integrated
with conventional sources with promising results.
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5.0 SOLAR THERMAL/BIOMASS GASIFICATION FUEL CELL POWER
PLANT ENERGY ANALYSIS
The combination of solar thermal and biomass gasification technologies were evaluated in
the previous chapter for a molten salt reactor. The results of the above study have produced
valuable parameters necessary to model a power plant based on that solar gasification reactor.
This chapter will then evaluate such a power plant, where the electricity generation will be
achieved via a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and turbine hybrid system, a technology that has
demonstrated potential for high efficiency electricity production. Of course, the produced
syngas could also be used as the feedstock for a more conventional Brayton or Rankine cycle
based plant, with a corresponding reduction in overall efficiency.
5.1 PREVIOUS BIOMASS GASIFICATION PLANT DESIGNS
Gasification power plants are a fairly established technology, largely due to the large body
of research of coal integrated gasification combined cycles that utilize a high temperature
gas turbine Brayton cycle paired with a steam turbine to achieve higher efficiencies than in
traditional coal power stations. This has been expanded to research on dedicated biomass
gasification power plants. One such plant was studied by Minguez et al. from the perspective
of energy, exergy, emissions, and cost [180]. Their group evaluated the performance of various
biomass sources and two configurations: one that utilized CO2 capture and another that
didn’t. The resulting analysis provided energy efficiency values that ranged between 0.299
and 0.423 for a plant with CO2 capture and 0.351 to 0.483 for a plant with no CO2 capture.
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Several groups examined solar gasification power plants. Khalid et al. examined a
complex system consisting of two gas turbine cycles, two Rankine cycles, an absorption
chiller cycle, and an air heater, where a heliostat field focused on a solar tower provided
energy for one of the Rankine cycles and the absorption cycle [181]. Kaniyal et al. examined
a coal to liquids system where the coal gasifier is directly irradiated by concentrated sunlight
[182]. Ozturk and Dincer also examined a solar tower coal gasification system where the
energy from the solar tower generated steam that fed into the gasifier [183]. Their system
was a complex plant consisting of gas turbine, two Rankine cycles, a hydrogen system, an
absorption cycle for cooling, and hot water heater.
There have been several groups that have identified the potential of the use of the syngas
in a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC). Karellas et al. investigated a Biomass Heat pipe Reformer
(BioHPR) and its combination with a microturbine or an SOFC [184]. Doherty et al. ex-
amined a system that combined a CHP system with an SOFC stack [185]. Bang-Moller et
al. looked at a system where the syngas was fed to an SOFC stack directly after gasification
[186]. In their examination, the exhausts of the fuel cell stack are combined in a combustion
chamber and fed into a gas turbine. A different group examined the use of heat pipes to
transport heat from an SOFC stack back to allothermal gasifier [187].
5.2 PROPOSED PLANT DESIGN
As described above, there are many configurations of solar gasification: gasification combined
with an SOFC, and a multi-generation system assisted with solar energy and combined with
gasification. However, there is a lack of research on combining solar gasification with an
SOFC and a microturbine. The work proposed here will examine such a combination and
potential improvements that can be made. The work in the previous chapter will be able to
provide data on the gasifier performance that will be used in the power plant analysis.
The primary components to be integrated, as shown in Figure 5.1, include a heliostat
field for concentrating solar energy (Section 5.3), a biomass gasifier for utilizing that energy
to create bio-gas (Chapter 4), an SOFC for converting the gas to electricity (Section 5.5), and
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the turbine and remaining balance of plant components (Section 5.6) to boost the overall
efficiency. After each of these components are discussed, the various cycle configurations
(Section 5.7) will be presented, and the system performance analyzed (Section 5.8). It should
be noted that the receiver/gasifier performance will be calculated based on the exergy of the
incoming fuel, an exergy evaluation of the solar energy being received, and the temperature
and composition of the products leaving the gasifier.
Heliostat Field 
Solar Gasifier 
Turbomachinery 
Biomass 
feedstock 
Combustor 
Product Gas 
Air Exhaust 
SOFC 
Figure 5.1: Simplified diagram of a solar gasifier with SOFC/micro-turbine power plant.
5.3 HELIOSTAT FIELD AND RECEIVER MODELING
Several previous works have examined optimized heliostat fields. Since the focus of this
particular work is a system level analysis, an optimized field from another source will be
chosen to be used with a cavity receiver here. However, it is important to understand the
context and tools used for developing such a field. Solar tower systems depend on effective
reflection of sunlight onto a single focal point. Daily and yearly variations present difficulties
in terms of field design, due to shading at earlier and later times in the day, and the changing
position of the sun in the sky over the yearly cycle. This has been thoroughly studied,
analytically and numerically, and optimized for either existing or potential heliostat fields.
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There are two main methods that are used to calculate the performance of heliostat fields.
Ray-tracing methods operate on the idea of simulated rays beginning at a surface, and, as
the name suggests, being traced to determine which finish on the desired surface. Reflection
requires the use of this method one time to calculate which rays impact the mirrors, and
a second time to identify how many reflected rays reach the final focal point. A second
method called the convolution method exists where reflected rays are evaluated using cones
that estimate error by convolution of the normal Gaussian distribution for the sun shape
and the heliostat error.
There are a significant number of codes used for predicting and optimizing heliostat field
performance, such as TRNSYS developed by Schwarzbozl et al. [188], SOLERGY developed
by Stoddard et al. [189], and ECOSTAR developed by Pitz-Paal et al. [190]. Garcia et
al. conducted a comparative review of a several codes with the intent of identifying and
summarizing the goals, advantages and drawbacks of each [191].
A couple of novel methods also exist that build on previous methods or are entirely new.
Sanchez et al. developed a computational method that calculates an optimal position for
a single heliostat based on various factors and follows up by predicting the next optimal
position for a second one [192]. This process iterates to fill a field, with each heliostat
optimally placed. To predict an annual overall energy value for a heliostat field, Collado
developed an analytical function for a heliostat that works in conjunction with an optimized
mirror density distribution [193–196].
Along with extensive heliostat field studies, there is a large amount of work that has been
dedicated towards optimizing receivers. The general focus of analytical studies in receiver
design is the goal of optimizing heat transfer from the sun to the working fluid. This often
presents unique challenges as there are drastically varying designs being utilized for cavity
receivers, some based on simple cyclindrical geometries, others designed using optimization
tools that are driven by the method itself.
A study by Hathaway based on previous works examined radiative heat transfer in a
cylindrical cavity receiver using Monte Carlo ray tracing and a numerical finite volume
method [49, 197]. Gil et al. used a finite difference method in conjunction with a radiosity
method to predict radiation exchange in a cavity receiver, which they then used to optimize
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the dimensions of the receiver [198]. A different method was presented by Teichel et al. that
calculates semi-gray radiation within an enclosure [199]. They used this model to identify
optimal emissivities for surfaces inside a cavity receiver.
5.4 CHEMICAL EXERGY OF FUELS AND GASIFICATION
Efficient gasifier design is a complex process that considers reactions, thermal effects, and
energy efficiency. Chemical reactions produce or absorb heat, and optimizing these can
greatly increase the potential energy that the initial fuel can produce. Exergy is a very
effective measurement in this regard, as it accounts for thermal effects, chemical heating
value, and even mixing potential. Traditionally thought of as a tool for just calculating the
performance of power plants, it can also be used in chemical reactors, fuel cells, and any other
components undergoing energy exchange. One use of this tool is in correctly identifying the
potential chemical exergy of the incoming fuel. This was the focus of the study by Song et
al., the result of which was a detailed method that calculated the exergy of 86 varieties of
biomass [200].
An important aspect in optimizing thermodynamic systems that involve chemical reac-
tions is predicting the exergetic performance of the individual components. For gasification,
the gasifier is the focus of many studies, due to the complexity of the inputs and outputs
that are involved. One such aspect concerns the temperature and composition of the compo-
nents that are entering, with the water content playing a large role in determining optimum
performance. Stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric models can be used to evaluate gasifi-
cation performance. Non-stoichiometric equilibrium models are based on minimizing Gibbs
free energy without specifying the reactions that are occurring, while stoichiometric models
focus on the species that occur in the largest quantities. Karamarkovic et al. evaluated air
gasification using a complex stoichiometric equilibrium model based on the carbon-boundary
temperature which can be found based on specific moisture content [51].
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5.5 SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY
5.5.1 Fuel Cell Performance
The materials out of which a fuel cell is constructed determine its type. These materials also
partially determine the way the fuel cell operates, and several properties that are associated
with it, such as power density, sensitivity to certain chemicals, and lifetime. As the name
suggests, SOFCs are constructed using ceramic materials. Most fuel cells consist of an anode,
a cathode, and an electrolyte. The anode in SOFCs is typically a mixture of nickel and yttria
stabilized zirconia (YSZ), the latter of which is also used as the electrolyte [201]. The reaction
that typically occurs at the anode is the combination of oxygen ions and hydrogen, as shown
[201]:
H2 +O
2− → H2O + 2e− (5.1)
The cathode is typically made using lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM) and is designed
to reduce oxygen, as follows [201]:
1
2
O2 + 2e
− → O2− (5.2)
The standard operation for an SOFC is for the fuel to enter on the anode side, where the
oxygen ions that have diffused through the electrolyte react to form water. Air enters on the
cathode side, sometimes called the air electrode. The electrolyte is an electrically insulating
ceramic that allows ions to pass through for the reaction to continue to occur. However,
these materials only become ionically and electrically conductive at high temperatures, be-
tween 800oC and 1000oC, requiring most SOFCs to operate in this range [201]. Figure 5.2
demonstrates a diagram of a typical fuel cell and the chemical reactions occurring.
While the ideal fuel for SOFCs and most fuel cells in general is H2, in reality it is very
energetically expensive to obtain pure hydrogen, and the fuel will typically be a mixture of
H2, CO, CH4, and CO2, with some low amounts of other chemicals. CO has high exothermic
potential and some have researched its potential use as a fuel for fuel cell operation. However,
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of a fuel cell
it has been shown that it does not perform as well as hydrogen [202]. It is thus more beneficial
to use it in an intermediate water-gas shift reaction to produce more hydrogen:
CO +H2O → CO2 +H2 (5.3)
Similar to CO, methane cannot be directly used in the fuel cell reaction, but can easily be
reformed with steam to produce hydrogen [202], as shown:
CH4 +H2O → CO + 3H2 (5.4)
It is immediately clear that one of the products of the anode reaction is the reactant for
reforming reactions that produce additional hydrogen. Typically, more steam is mixed with
the fuel, driving the methane reforming and water-gas shift reactions [201, 202].
There are several advantages that SOFCs and fuel cells in general have over traditional
power generation technologies. Most traditional power plants convert chemical energy to
thermal energy, after which the thermal energy is used in a thermal cycle to produce me-
chanical energy. There are several disadvantages to this energy pathway. There is a loss in
potential useful energy in the transition of chemical energy to thermal energy, as thermal
energy is limited by the Carnot efficiency, as discussed above. There is additional loss in the
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conversion of thermal energy to mechanical energy. No cycle exists that can utilize chemical
energy at its highest reaction temperature in perfect conversion. Typically, coal power plants
operate at an efficiency of 36% [203] and combined cycle gas turbines operate at 44% [204].
Fuel cells can bypass this pathway entirely and have been shown to reach efficiencies of 60%
[205].
The high operating temperature of SOFCs allows for them to be combined with other
thermal technologies to produce heat, power, and/or some other beneficial application. One
favorable combination is the use of the exhaust from the fuel cell anode and cathode to drive
a gas turbine, replacing or supplementing the traditional combustion process, and producing
additional power. Several studies have evaluated this combination in various configurations.
Sucipta et al., for example, used an SOFC-MGT model with internal reforming and recuper-
ation to examine the efficiency behavior based on gas composition simulating product gas
from biomass gasification using air, oxygen, or steam [206]. Komatsu et al. examined the
behavior of an SOFC-MGT system under part-load operation, finding that reducing SOFC
load lowered operating temperatures and reduced efficiency [207]. A study by Park et al.
evaluated the potential for retrofitting an existing standard gas turbine to operate with an
SOFC [208]. Song et al. developed a more detailed model, predicting the performance of a
tubular SOFC using a quasi-two dimensional approach [209]. A component level study of
the performance of an SOFC by Janardhanan et al. examined the effect of direct internal
reforming, compared to pre-reformed fuel, and how each behaved in the isothermal and adi-
abatic regimes [210]. Whiston et al. developed a dynamic one-dimensional model capable of
modelling the response to varying inputs with respect to time [211].
Typical SOFC models consist of a one-dimensional finite difference approximation along
the channel, incorporating the electrochemical behavior, species and mass balance, and en-
ergy conservation [209, 212–215]. These models have been shown to fairly accurately predict
behavior and have been validated using experimental data. More extensive models have also
been proposed, from the quasi-two dimensional one mentioned above, to two- and three-
dimensional CFD simulations [216–218].
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5.5.2 SOFC stack model
As mentioned above, there are numerous studies that focus on SOFC models. A lumped
system model was used in this investigation for the SOFC stack.
The average operating temperature for the model was chosen to be 1173K. This is
estimated as the average between the cathode inlet and cathode outlet, since there is a much
higher mass flow rate and heat capacity through the cathode. Additionally, the exiting
temperature is limited to 1300K to account for the thermal limits of the materials.
A utilization factor of 0.85 was chosen for the model. This factor was applied to the
reacting anode gases, assuming that CO and CH4 undergo reactions in the anode channel,
as shown in equations 5.3 and 5.4. The exiting anode gas composition was calculated using
Gibbs energy minimization, operating on the assumption that the gases exit at equilibrium.
The exiting cathode composition is calculated based on the stoichiometric requirement of O2
for the anode fuel utilized.
A reversible cell voltage, determined by the Nernst potential, describes the highest po-
tential achievable for a fuel cell [211, 219]:
EN = −
∆g¯of (TSOFC)
2F
+
R¯TSOFC
2F
ln
(
p¯H2 p¯
1/2
O2
p¯H2Op
o 1
2
)
(5.5)
where p¯i is the average pressure of the species i in the anode or cathode channel, ∆g¯
o
f (TSOFC)
is the change in molar Gibbs free energy of the oxidation reaction at standard pressure and
the average temperature of the SOFC, R¯ is the universal gas constant, and F is Faraday’s
constant.
There are several irreversibilities that occur in the SOFC. Activation polarization is
defined as the energy loss associated with overcoming the activation energy to facilitate
reaction, and is typically expressed as shown [219]:
j = j0
[
exp
(
αηactneF
R¯TSOFC
)
− exp
(−(1− α)ηactneF
R¯TSOFC
)]
(5.6)
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where ηact is the activation polarization, j is the current density, j0 is the exchange current
density, and ne is the number of moles of electrons transferred. It is typical to assume that
α = 0.5, and manipulate the above equation to take the following form:
ηact =
2R¯TSOFC
neF
sinh−1
(
j
2j0
)
(5.7)
The anode and cathode channels are evaluated separately with two different values acquired
for the exchange current densities [220]:
j0,an = γan
(
p¯H2
pSOFC
)(
p¯H2O
pSOFC
)
exp
(
− Eact,an
R¯TSOFC
)
(5.8)
j0,cat = γcat
(
p¯O2
pSOFC
)0.25
exp
(
− Eact,cat
R¯TSOFC
)
(5.9)
Concentration polarization is defined as the loss in voltage potential associated with lower
concentrations at the site of reaction. This is expressed separately for the anode and cathode
[221]:
ηcon,an = −R¯TSOFC
2F
ln
(
1− (jR¯TSOFCδan/2FDan,eff p¯H2)
1 + (jR¯TSOFCδan/2FDan,eff p¯H2O)
)
(5.10)
ηcon,cat = −R¯TSOFC
2F
ln
(
1
y¯O2
−
(
1
y¯O2
− 1
)
exp
(
jR¯TSOFCδcat
4FDcat,effpSOFC
))
(5.11)
where y¯i is the average concentration of species i, Di,eff is the effective diffusion coefficient,
and δan and δcat are the thicknesses of the anode and cathode, respectively.
Ohmic polarization is associated with the electrical resistance experienced by the ions and
electrons passing through the electrodes and interconnects. Typically, four main components
are examined when estimating the ohmic polarization: the anode, cathode, electrolyte, and
interconnect. The expressions for the conductivity of each component is as follows [211]:
Anode conductivity
95× 106KSm−1
TSOFC
exp
(
−1150K
TSOFC
)
(5.12)
Cathode conductivity
42× 106KSm−1
TSOFC
exp
(
−1200K
TSOFC
)
(5.13)
Electrolyte conductivity 3.34× 104KSm−1exp
(
−10300K
TSOFC
)
(5.14)
Interconnect conductivity
9.3× 106KSm−1
TSOFC
exp
(
−1100K
TSOFC
)
(5.15)
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Table 5.1: Property values chosen for the SOFC model
Property Value
δan 50µm
δcat 50µm
δel 40µm
δint 2500µm
Da,eff 2.1× 10−5m2/s
Dc,eff 5.4× 10−6m2/s
Eact,an 100× 103J/mol
Eact,cat 120× 103J/mol
γan 5.5× 108A/m2
γcat 7× 108A/m2
The thicknesses of each component are chosen based on those used in previous studies
[211, 220]. Other values for the constants used in the model are additionally based on those
found in the literature [211, 221]. Table 5.1 shows the values chosen. The actual cell voltage
is calculated based on the reversible cell voltage and the various losses, as shown:
Vcell = En − ηact − ηconc − ηohm (5.16)
The stack power is calculated based on the cell voltage and the current, where the current
is calculated based on the amount of fuel that is reacted:
I = 2FUf (n˙H2,IN + n˙CO,IN + n˙CH4,IN) (5.17)
The subscript IN indicates that the values are taken to be those at the anode entrance. The
stack power is then calculated as follows:
W˙SOFC = Vcell ∗ I (5.18)
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The energy efficiency of the SOFC is calculated based on the power of the cell related to the
lower heating value (LHV) and molar flow rate of the anode gases, as shown:
ηSOFC =
W˙SOFC∑
LHV in˙ia,IN
(5.19)
The SOFC stack is assumed to be adiabatic. This assumption allows the calculation of the
exiting temperature of the anode and cathode gases. It assumed that the exiting anode and
cathode temperatures are equal. The following energy balance is used in the calculation:
∑
n˙ian,INh
i +
∑
n˙icat,INh
i = W˙SOFC +
∑
n˙ian,OUTh
i +
∑
n˙icat,OUTh
i (5.20)
A more complete measure of the efficiency for the SOFC is an exergy based evaluation of
the inputs and outputs. The exergy efficiency is defined as ratio of the total outputs to the
total inputs:
ηφ,SOFC =
W˙SOFC +
∑
n˙ian,OUTφ
i +
∑
n˙icat,OUTφ
i∑
n˙ian,INφ
i +
∑
n˙icat,INφ
i
(5.21)
The energy delivered by the SOFC must be converted to alternating current via an inverter.
These are typically taken to be 95% efficient, and a grid SOFC power output can be defined
as follows:
W˙SOFC,grid = W˙SOFC × ηinv (5.22)
5.6 MODELING POWER PLANT COMPONENTS
Three power plant designs were examined in the study with the goal of identifying a con-
figuration that would have the highest exergetic efficiency. These designs will be described
in more details in Section 5.7. Each design consisted of several heat exchangers/evapora-
tors, turbomachinery (compressors and expanders), the gasifier (modeled using the detailed
results of the CFD study), the fuel combustor, and the SOFC (model is explained above).
The models for the components not yet described are explained below.
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5.6.1 Heat Exchangers
While several heat exchangers are used in the model, there are two simple configurations:
preheater and evaporator. The general diagram for both of these is shown in Figure 5.3,
where the subscript H stands for the hot stream and C for the cold stream.
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Figure 5.3: Heat Exchanger/Evaporator Diagram
There are two options for the calculating the inputs and outputs of either the heat
exchanger or the evaporator: 1)The output temperature is preassigned due to SOFC/gasifier
requirements, or 2)The effectiveness is assigned and the output temperature is calculated.
Since it is assumed that there are no reactions occurring within the exchanger, the molar
flow rates and compositions of the two streams remain unchanged:
n˙iH,in = n˙
i
H,out for i=H2, O2, CH4, H2O, CO, CO2, N2
n˙iC,in = n˙
i
C,out for i=H2, O2, CH4, H2O, CO, CO2, N2
(5.23)
Both cases depend on the energy equation and the effectiveness equation, given below, where
the effectiveness set to an upper limit of  ≤ 0.85, when one output temperature is assigned,
while if both outputs remain unknown, the effectiveness is preset to a value of  = 0.85.∑
n˙iH,inh
i
H,in +
∑
n˙iC,inh
i
C,in =
∑
n˙iH,outh
i
H,out +
∑
n˙iC,outh
i
C,out (5.24)
 =

TH,in − TH,out
TH,in − TC,in if Cp,min = Cp,H (5.25a)
TC,out − TC,in
TH,in − TC,in if Cp,min = Cp,C (5.25b)
It is important to note that in the case of the evaporator, the cold stream composition
consists of water and cellulose, where water undergoes evaporation and superheating, while
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the cellulose undergoes a temperature increase. Under these conditions, the effectiveness is
constrained to the case where Cp,min = Cp,H .
The exergetic performance of the heat exchangers is calculated by evaluating the ratio
of the total exergy leaving the system to the total exergy entering the system, as follows:
ηφ,exch =
∑
n˙iH,outφ
i
H,out +
∑
n˙iC,outφ
i
C,out∑
n˙iH,inφ
i
H,in +
∑
n˙iC,inφ
i
C,in
(5.26)
Exergy destruction is quantified as the difference between input and output exergy streams:
φexch,dest =
∑
n˙iH,inφ
i
H,in +
∑
n˙iC,inφ
i
C,in −
∑
n˙iH,outφ
i
H,out −
∑
n˙iC,outφ
i
C,out (5.27)
5.6.2 Combustor
The anode gases leaving the SOFC retain a portion of useful chemical energy. This remaining
portion is utilized in a combustor that mixes the anode and cathode gases, facilitating the
following reactions:
H2 +
1
2
O2 → H2O (5.28)
CO +
1
2
O2 → CO2 (5.29)
CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O (5.30)
The above equations are assumed to consume the reactant gases to completion, allowing for
stoichiometric calculation of the exiting components, as shown:
n˙H2,out = 0
n˙CO,out = 0
n˙CH4,out = 0
n˙H2O,out = n˙H2O,in + n˙H2,in + 2n˙CH4,in
n˙CO2,out = n˙CO2,in + n˙CO,in + n˙CH4,in
n˙O2,out = n˙O2,in −
1
2
n˙H2,in −
1
2
n˙CO,in − 2n˙CH4,in
(5.31)
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The exiting tempeature is calculated based on the energy equation:
∑
n˙ian,streamh
i
an,stream +
∑
n˙icat,streamh
i
cat,stream =
∑
n˙iouth
i
out (5.32)
The mixing of gases and conversion of chemical energy to thermal energy can be a significant
source of exergy destruction. The exergy efficiency of the combustor is measured as the ratio
of the output stream to the sum of the input streams:
ηφ,exch =
∑
n˙ioutφ
i
out∑
n˙ian,streamφ
i
an,stream +
∑
n˙icat,streamφ
i
cat,stream
(5.33)
The amount destroyed in the mixing and combustion process can be quantified as shown:
φcomb,dest =
∑
n˙ian,streamφ
i
an,stream +
∑
n˙icat,streamφ
i
cat,stream −
∑
n˙ioutφ
i
out (5.34)
5.6.3 Compressor and Expander
Work can be extracted or input into a fluid via expansion and compression, respectively.
SOFCs typically operate at above atmospheric pressure to achieve higher performance, re-
quiring compression work for both the anode and cathode streams. This work can be re-
turned with some additional power generation by expanding the gases leaving the combustor.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 display diagrams of a compressor and expander/turbine. For both com-
pressors and turbines, it is assumed that there are no chemical reactions taking place inside
the turbomachinery. This is represented as:
n˙in,comp/turb = n˙out,comp/turb (5.35)
The outlet temperature for the components can be calculated based on the input and
output pressures and the isentropic efficiencies assigned for the components, assuming single
phase/vapor behavior:
Tout = Tin +
Tin
ηcomp
((
pout
pin
) R
cp − 1
)
(5.36)
Tout = Tin + Tinηturb
((
pout
pin
) R
cp − 1
)
(5.37)
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Figure 5.4: Compres-
sor diagram
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Figure 5.5: Turbine di-
agram
For this study, ηcomp = 0.75 and ηturb = 0.84. These values are similar to those found in
the literature for similar investigations [186]. The compressor and turbine work is calculated
from the difference in input and output energy:
W˙comp =
∑
n˙icomp,outh
i
comp,out −
∑
n˙icomp,inh
i
comp,in (5.38)
W˙turb =
∑
n˙iturb,inh
i
turb,in −
∑
n˙iturb,outh
i
turb,out (5.39)
The compressor work is expected to be greater than the difference between the fluid input
and output exergy. The ratio of the two values is known as the exergetic efficiency of the
compressor:
ηφ,comp =
∑
n˙icomp,outφ
i
comp,out −
∑
n˙icomp,inφ
i
comp,in
W˙comp
(5.40)
The exergetic performance of the turbine is evaluated as the work output compared to the
difference in exergy between the outlet and inlet:
ηφ,turb =
W˙turb∑
n˙iturb,inφ
i
turb,in −
∑
n˙iturb,outφ
i
turb,out
(5.41)
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The above individual components can be configured together in multiple ways. Three config-
urations are examined in the next section with the goal of identifying a superior configuration
and/or optimum operating point.
5.7 DESIGN CONFIGURATIONS
The goal of power plant design is achieving the highest performance while meeting desired
constraints. This is dependent on the definition of the constraints and the definition of per-
formance. For the current investigation, power plant performance is defined as the exergetic
efficiency of the overall system. Constraints are found in the form of material limitations
of the SOFC and gasifier, exchanger effectiveness, and turbomachinery efficiencies. Three
configurations are put forth and examined based on these criteria. The overall system is
divided into two major components: The gasifier sub-system, shown in Figure 5.6, and the
SOFC power plant sub-system.
Power Plant Configuration(s) 
Biomass (wet) 
Product Gas 
(To SOFC sub-system) 
Product Gas 
Dry Biomass 
Steam 
Steam Preheater 
Gasifier 
6 
2 3 
4b 
5 
1 
District 
Heating 
Extra Steam 
(to District) 
4a 
7 
Figure 5.6: Gasifier sub-model with evaporator and preheater
The gasifier subsystem is designed to utilize heat from the product gases leaving the
gasifier to preheat the steam that will be used in the gasification reaction and dry and
partially preheat the biomass. Since the gasifier is designed to operate at atmospheric
pressure, the product gases will require compression before being utilized in the SOFC.
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It is then advantageous to lower the gas temperature prior to compression, while utilizing
the removed heat to preheat the reactants.
The SOFC power plant sub-system configurations are shown in Figures 5.7, 5.8, and
5.9. It can be seen that the variation between configurations consists of the method of
anode and cathode stream preheating. The configuration in Figure 5.7 utilizes a recuperator
with an effectiveness of  = 0.85 to preheat the cathode stream, with additional preheat
supplemented by the cathode-side SOFC exit stream. The anode side is configured to only
utilize the SOFC anode exit stream to preheat the entering anode gas.Tw  Preh a e s nd One Recuperator 
Product Gas 
Compressor 
Air 
Compressor 
Anode 
Cathode 
Combustor 
Turbine 
Air 
Preheater 
Product Gas 
Preheater 
Recuperator 
(Air heater) 
Exhaust 
Gas 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
5 
7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
11 
14 
10 
Product Gas 
(from gasifier 
sub-system) 
Air 
Figure 5.7: Configuration 1: SOFC power plant configuration with two preheaters and one
recuperator
The second configuration, shown in Figure 5.8, does not utilize the SOFC exiting streams
to preheat the entering gases. The entirety of the preheating is accomplished by the tur-
bine exiting stream. It is later shown that this configuration is limited in operating SOFC
pressure, but presents other advantages.
The third configuration, shown in Figure 5.9, is designed to use the SOFC anode and
cathode exiting streams to preheat incoming streams to the SOFC operating point, while
the exhaust gas is not utilized in the configuration, and may be utilized for a bottoming
cycle.
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Recuperator 
(Product gas heater) 
No Preheaters and Two Recuperators 
Product Gas 
Compressor 
Air 
Compressor 
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Exhaust 
Gas 
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Figure 5.8: Configuration 2: SOFC power plant configuration with no preheaters and two
recuperators
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Two Preheaters and No Recuperator 
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Figure 5.9: Configuration 3: SOFC power plant configuration with two preheaters and no
recuperators
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The scale of the power plant system can be determined by the desired amount of biomass
that is put into the sytem. The gasifier in the previous chapter was designed for a small-scale
application, such as a pilot scale plant. The following analysis examines a larger scale model
where a biomass input of 100kg/hr of wet biomass is assumed. The biomass is assumed to
have a moisture content of 15% by mass.
5.8 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Obviously, there are a number of parameters which can be varied to examine the overall
system performance. This section will discuss these parameters, and explore their effects.
5.8.1 Gasifier sub-system
First, we must examine the gasifier, since it provides the synthesis gas for all of the cycle
configurations. There are several inputs and outputs associated with a solar gasifier and the
sub-system surrounding it. The gasifier can be treated as a control volume where the inputs
are solar heat, steam, and biomass, while the output is a product gas. The CFD analysis in
the previous chapter provides the product gas composition and temperature for a pre-defined
heat, steam, and biomass input. These results can be used to examine the energetic and
exergetic efficiencies of the gasifier and sub-system, allowing for comparison with other solar
and traditional gasifier systems. The efficiency of the gasifier is dependent on the efficiency
of the solar receiver. The amount of heat entering the receiver is designated as Q˙solar at
a temperature of 5600K (black body temperature of the sun)[79]. This thermal energy is
transferred to the absorber, with the amount that the absorber receives designated as Q˙abs,
entering at an average temperature of 1300K. The amount of exergy carried in Q˙solar can
be expressed as:
Φ˙solar = Q˙solar
(
1− To
Ts
)
(5.42)
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where To is the environmental temperature (here taken to be 298K), and Ts = 5600K. The
exergy of the heat received by the absorber is expressed using the same method:
Φ˙abs = Q˙abs
(
1− To
Tabs
)
(5.43)
where Tabs = 1300K. The thermal efficiency of the receiver can quantified as the ratio of
energy entering the receiver to the solar thermal energy entering the cavity:
ηreceiver =
Q˙abs
Q˙solar
(5.44)
There have been numerous studies on cavity receivers. For the type of design assumed
in this study, an absorbing cavity receiver is able to achieve thermal efficiency values of
ηreceiver = 0.44 − 0.63, depending on the design. Several other measures of efficiency are
additionally used in examining gasifier performance. The cold gas efficiency, often used for
standard gasifiers, is a measure of the output gas lower heating value related to the input
biomass lower heating value:
ηCG =
m˙product gasLHVproduct gas
m˙biomassLHVbiomass
(5.45)
The absorber efficiency of the gasifier is defined as the amount of heating value added to the
stream in relation to the input heat:
ηabs =
m˙product gasLHVproduct gas − m˙biomassLHVbiomass
Q˙abs
(5.46)
A solar efficiency can additionally be defined based on the above equation and equation 5.44,
as follows:
ηsolar = ηreceiver × ηabs = m˙product gasLHVproduct gas − m˙biomassLHVbiomass
Q˙solar
(5.47)
The exergy efficiency of the gasifier can be defined as the exergy of the exiting stream in
relation to the incoming thermal, biomass, and steam streams:
ηφ,gasifier =
Φ˙product gas
Φ˙solar + Φ˙biomass + Φ˙steam
(5.48)
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Table 5.2: Gasifier sub-system state properties
State point T [oC] m˙[g/s] Φ˙[kW ]
1 15 27.8 469
2 1200 25.6 453
3 1150 25.6 451
4a 400 2.0 1
4b 400 23.6 470
5 1050 2.0 3
6 619.7 25.6 441
7 200 25.6 429
The above definition can then be expanded to the entire gasifier sub-system, as follows:
ηφ,gasifier sub−system =
Φ˙product gas to SOFC + Φ˙district heat
Φ˙solar + Φ˙wet biomass
(5.49)
When considering exergy flow that is directed only to the SOFC sub-system, the exergy
efficiency of the system takes the following form:
ηφ,gasifier sub−system,2 =
Φ˙product gas to SOFC
Φ˙solar + Φ˙wet biomass
(5.50)
The above relations are used when calculating the values given in Table 5.2, which shows
the properties at each state point in the sub-system. Table 5.3 shows the exergy efficiencies
of the components.
There are several losses that occur throughout the gasifier sub-system. The sub-system
exergy flows are illustrated in Figure 5.10 to identify the sources of exergy destruction and
loss. The most notable losses are seen in the solar receiver and in the gasifier. The process
of gasification creates a significant amount of exergy destruction through thermal losses,
mixing, and energy conversion, and thus is expected to experience exergy destruction. The
high losses in the receiver aperture are due partially to heat loss, but also to the decrease
in temperature from solar black body temperature to the aperture operating temperature.
While these losses can partially be mitigated by improving design, a certain amount of exergy
destruction is inherently expected due to the nature of the design.
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Table 5.3: Gasifier sub-system efficiency values
Measure of Efficiency Value(%)
ηCG 117
ηsolar 41.6
ηφ,gasifier 65.1
ηφ,dryer 32.2
ηφ,pre−heater 75.7
ηφ,gasifier sub−system 72.5
ηφ,gasifier sub−system,2 70.6
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
73 kW 
Dryer 
469 kW Dryer 470 kW 
Solar 
Energy 
Biomass
 
453 kW 429 kW 441 kW 451 kW 
District 
heat 
Gasifier To SOFC 
sub-system 
10 kW 
2 kW 
1 kW 3 kW 
Steam 
Preheater 
66 kW 
Receiver 139 kW 
90 kW 
8 kW 
<1 kW 
Figure 5.10: Exergy flow diagram for gasifier sub-system
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5.8.2 Varying configurations and pressure
The configurations presented in Section 5.7 can be manipulated in several ways to increase
performance. The constraints set by the SOFC, mainly the average and maximum tem-
perature, limit some of the available routes of optimization. Since pressure is not directly
limited by any of the materials, up to a practical degree, each configuration is examined in
its performance with respect to the SOFC operating pressure for a range between 150kPa
and 750kPa. The exergetic efficiency of the SOFC sub-system is defined as shown:
ηφ,SOFC,subsystem =
W˙SOFC,grid + W˙turb − W˙air,comp − W˙prod. gas,comp
Φ˙fuel,in + Φ˙air,in
(5.51)
The total system exergetic efficiency is a ratio of all exergy outputs to the exergy inputs,
here the main inputs being solar heat and chemical exergy in biomass, while the outputs are
the net turbine work (W˙turb,net), SOFC work, and district heating:
ηφ,system =
W˙SOFC,grid + W˙turb,net + Φ˙district heat
Φ˙air,in + Φ˙solar + Φ˙wet biomass
(5.52)
Table 5.4 shows the performance of each configuration with respect to the pressure variation.
It is immediately obvious that some configurations have a narrower operating range than
the one originally tested, limited by the performance of the heat exchangers, or the practical
necessity of the configuration. For example, there is a high pressure limit set for the con-
figuration in Figure 5.8 due to the increasing demand on the exhaust gas to preheat a high
pressure cold stream, increasing the necessary exchanger effectiveness to the limit of  = 0.85.
Additionally, for the system in Figure 5.7, there is no need for a cathode side preheater at
lower pressure, since the recuperator is capable of achieving the necessary temperature.
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Table 5.4: Effect of pressure variation on efficiency for each SOFC sub-system
ηφ,SOFC,subsystem [-]
Popr[kPa] Config. 1 Config. 2 Config. 3
150 – 0.5394 0.4855
200 – 0.5913 0.5049
250 – 0.6242 0.5172
300 – 0.6465 0.5256
350 – – 0.5315
400 0.6537 – 0.5358
450 0.6517 – 0.539
500 0.6483 – 0.5414
550 0.644 – 0.5432
600 0.639 – 0.5444
650 0.6337 – 0.5454
700 0.6281 – 0.546
750 0.6223 – 0.5463
5.8.3 Comparison of each design at optimum pressure
As mentioned above, each configuration operates at an optimum pressure. Here, the per-
formance of each SOFC sub-system component is analyzed to identify the sources of exergy
destruction that contribute most to decreasing the overall system efficiency. Table 5.5 sum-
marizes the important properties at each state for all three SOFC sub-system configurations
operating at optimum pressure, as well as the gasifier sub-system. Table 5.6 shows exergy
destruction values and their corresponding ratio compared to the total SOFC sub-system
exergy input. The exergy pathways are illustrated for each configuration in Figures 5.11,
5.12, and 5.13.
The results above can help to draw several conclusions about the overall performance of
the system and each configuration. It can be noted that while the solar gasifier experiences
a large heat loss associated with the receiver and absorber assembly, there is still significant
conversion of chemical exergy via gasification. The cold gas efficiency and gasifier exergetic
efficiency demonstrate favorable performance for the gasifier itself, and the overall gasifier
sub-system.
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Table 5.5: Optimum pressure states for each configurations
Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3
State Temp Pres m˙ Φ˙ Temp Pres m˙ Φ˙ Temp Pres m˙ Φ˙
point [oC] [kPa] [g/s] [kW ] [oC] [kPa] [g/s] [kW ] [oC] [kPa] [g/s] [kW ]
1 827.4 385 25.6 453 826.3 335 25.6 453 832.3 750 25.6 456
2 1048 385 49.4 134 1049 335 49.4 133 1043 750 49.4 136
3 752.4 385 396.6 207 751.3 335 396.6 202 757.3 750 396.6 230
4 1048 385 372.8 293 1049 335 372.8 289 1043 750 372.8 312
5 824 384 49.4 120 929.2 749 49.4 129
6 1020 384 372.8 283 592.9 749 372.8 169
7 1119 384 422.2 382 1178 335 422.2 402 783.1 749 422.2 271
8 15 101.3 396.6 2 15 101.3 396.6 2 15 101.3 396.6 2
9 194.6 388 396.6 63 172.8 335 396.6 55 312.2 753 396.6 106
10 724.9 388 396.6 198
11 818.4 103 422.2 215 894.1 101.3 422.2 244 449.9 103 422.2 90
12 200 97.3 25.6 429 200 97.3 25.6 429 200 97.3 25.6 429
13 480.8 385.5 25.6 441 447.5 335.5 25.6 439 658.5 750.5 25.6 449
14 352.7 102.3 422.2 64 855.6 103 422.2 229 449.9 101.3 422.2 90
15 349 102.3 422.2 63
An additional benefit of a solar gasifier is immediately observed when examining each
of the SOFC sub-systems. At optimum pressure, configurations 1 and 2 achieve very high
values of efficiency, due in large part to the high quality of energy coming in via the product
gas stream. This is an important advantage that solar gasifiers have over the traditional
autothermal designs, where traditionally part of the gas stream has to undergo oxidation to
generate the thermal energy requirement. The efficiencies of the two subsystems combine
together to demonstrate a highly exergetically efficient design.
A comparison of the exergy destructions from Table 5.6 provides insight into the largest
sources of exergy loss/destruction. Immediately, it is obvious that the loss via the flue gas
leaving the system is the largest source of destruction. However, while in the current model
this is an exergy loss, the flue gas has latent heat that can be used for a bottoming cycle,
such as an organic Rankine cycle, or a flash cycle, similar to those discussed in Chapter
3. The addition of any of these would further increase the overall exergy efficiency of the
system. If the loss of the flue gas exergy is not considered in the total, assuming it is useful
exergy leaving the system towards another system, the total exergy destruction within the
SOFC sub-system components can be identified.
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Table 5.6: Component exergy loss/destruction values and efficiency values for each configu-
ration
Configuration 1 2 3
Component Exergy Loss/
Destruction [kW ]
Flue gas 63.8 62.9 90.4
Air compressor 12.1 11.1 17.1
Fuel compressor 1.5 1.4 2.3
SOFC 12.8 12.9 12.4
Turbine 9.1 8.0 15.4
Anode heat exchanger (or recuperator) 1.4 1.4 0.5
Cathode heat exchanger 1.1 0.0 19.2
Inverter 11.0 11.0 11.3
Burner 20.6 19.7 26.9
Recuperator 15.5 19.0 0.0
Cathode heat exchanger & recuperator 15.5 19.0 19.2
Total 149.1 147.3 195.3
Total without flue gas 85.3 84.4 105
Efficiency metrics Efficiency [-]
ηφ,SOFC,subsystem 0.6538 0.6579 0.5464
ηφ,system 0.4616 0.4645 0.3857
Electricity Production/Exergy biomass 0.6239 0.6275 0.5017
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The third configuration experiences significantly more exergy destruction within the com-
ponents, most notably in the burner, air compressor, and turbine. The higher rates of de-
struction in the turbomachinery for configuration 3 are explained by the requirement of a
larger pressure ratio, compared to the other two. The source of the higher rate of destruc-
tion in the burner can be found by examining the burner temperature in Table 5.5. It is
important to note that the function of the burner is to convert chemical energy to thermal
energy. While the exergy value of chemical energy is not dependent on temperature, this is
not true for the exergy value of heat. Since the burner in configuration 3 operates at a much
lower temperature, the chemical exergy is converted into lower thermal exergy, compared to
the other configurations, increasing the rate of exergy destruction.
The above described conclusions are reinforced by what can be seen in Figures 5.11,
5.12, and 5.13. The higher compression ratio requires additional exergy to be returned from
the turbine work for configuration 3, when compared to the other two. Additionally, the
use of pre-heating by utilizing fuel cell exiting streams shows a decrease in exergy flow to
the combustor, reducing the turbine output and recuperation exergy. This effect is very
prominent in configuration 3, but can also clearly be seen in configuration 1. It is also
important to note that heat transfer effects cause the air stream to rise in temperature. This
is represented in the exergy flow from the anode to the cathode, where the high mass flow
rate of the air maintains an operating temperature below threshold.
It is worth noting that the total system efficiency is somewhat low. This is due to the
fact that there are several losses in the gasifier, causing the exergy loss/destruction in the
gasifier sub-system to lower the performance of the overall system. However, this value is not
readily comparable to other gasifier/SOFC systems, since it accounts for the solar thermal
input, which is not a part of conventional systems. If an efficiency value is calculated relating
the electricity production of the whole system to the biomass exergy input, a much higher
value is attained.
While the performance of the solar gasifier cannot be directly compared in terms of solar
efficiency for electricity production, it is important to note that the solar contribution is
significant to the overall performance of the system. This is further discussed in Chapter 6.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
This work examined current and predicted performance of several renewable energy tech-
nologies. A life cycle solar efficiency method was used to analyze and compare three very
different renewable energy technologies (photovoltaic, solar thermal, biomass) to a typical
coal power plant. This metric analyzed the efficiency with which sunlight is transformed to
electricity, while accounting for the energy demands over the lifetime of a power plant. This
analysis establishes a method to compare the technologies based on a matching type of input
and output, identifying an equivalent measure of comparison. The process of photosynthesis
for biomass and coal production was identified as a large source of energy loss.
The combination of photovoltaic and solar thermal energy production is then examined
in further detail, showing increased performance, compared to the individual technologies
operating separately. It is shown that this combination provides the highest benefits when
used with photovoltaic cells that are able to maintain performance at high temperatures.
While this technology is improving, it is still a more niche application, so it is also important
to analyze combinations that are potentially more flexible and feasible to implement in the
near-term.
Therefore, the combination of solar thermal and biomass gasification was then examined.
For such a combination, the solar gasifier is the point where the two types of energy are
combined into a synthesis/product gas. The gasifier examined in this investigation was a
molten salt bubble column, which previously has not been examined using CFD analysis. The
analysis examined a design of a vertical cylindrical cavity receiver with an absorber modeled
as a thinner vertical tube positioned at the center of the receiver. A hydrodynamic and a
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reaction kinetics study were carried out to establish behavior and identify the content of the
output gases. With the gasifier behavior established, a power plant model was designed and
examined based on exergetic performance. An SOFC with a micro-turbine sub-system was
examined with three configurations to identify the highest performance. The performance
of each configuration at various operating pressures yielded an optimum pressure for each
configuration. The exergetic performance of the components was then analyzed and the
total plant efficiency was established for each configuration. The benefit of the combination
of energy sources is most clearly seen in the performance of the SOFC sub-system, where
very high exergy efficiencies are observed due to the quality of the product gas.
The complete work allows us to examine the overall efficiency and impact of a variety of
standalone and combined traditional and renewable energy systems. This knowledge can be
used to inform policy decisions at a time when choices are being made that will affect our
energy production and carbon emissions patterns for many years to come [222–224].
6.2 FUTURE WORK
There are several areas where additional studies would be beneficial. While the initial study
of the total life cycle efficiency covered three energy technologies, the method can be ex-
panded and applied to technologies, such as wind energy, hybrid power plants, such as the
ones studied here, and other types of energy production. This would help establish a more
comprehensive perspective of how energy conversion can be improved.
Further investigation of the combination of solar thermal and photovoltaic technology is
required to acquire a more detailed understanding of the overall behavior. An investigation
in heat transfer technology used for high concentration PV cells is needed to identify sources
of energy and exergy loss as well as reliability and performance under varying solar input
conditions.
There have been experimental studies on solar gasifiers, and a horizontal cavity receiver
molten salt reactor was previously examined by another group [50]. However, these ex-
periments do not shed light on the behavior of the hydrodynamics of the steam or CO2
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mixing and reacting with molten salt. This is important in validating the results of the CFD
investigation above and establishing routes of improvement for newer technologies.
There is significant need for progress in many areas of research associated with renewable
energy. While it is possible that a major breakthrough in any one type of renewable energy
may lead that type to dominate the energy market, it is important to invest in various types of
renewable energy until that occurs. This work has proven that hybridizing energy production
from more than one source has many benefits, including efficiency and versatility gains.
There are also secondary considerations, such as increased reliability and fuel geographic
flexibility. Further investigation into the complex relationships between the various sources
may show even more improved performance.
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APPENDIX
UDF UTILIZED FOR HEAT FLUX
1 /∗ Wall Heat Generation Rate P r o f i l e UDF ∗/
2
3 #include ” udf . h”
4
5 DEFINE PROFILE( wa l lheatgenerate , t , i )
6 {
7 r e a l x [ND ND ] ; /∗ t h i s w i l l ho ld the p o s i t i o n vec t o r ∗/
8 r e a l y ;
9 r e a l z ;
10 r e a l j ;
11 r e a l q ;
12 f a c e t f ;
13
14 b e g i n f l o o p ( f , t )
15 {
16 F CENTROID(x , f , t ) ;
17 y = x [ 1 ] ;
18 z=x [ 0 ] ;
19 j=x [ 2 ] ;
20 /∗ Heat f l u x r equ i r ed to ach i eve 5kW t o t a l heat input ∗/
21 q = 89782 − ( y/0.3−1) ∗( y/0.3−1)∗89782−
22 (2∗ as in ( z / . 075 ) /3 .14159) ∗(2∗ as in ( z / . 075 ) /3 .14159) ∗89782;
23 i f (q>=0 && j>0)
24 F PROFILE( f , t , i )=q ;
25 else
26 F PROFILE( f , t , i ) =0;
27
28 }
29 e n d f l o o p ( f , t )
30 }
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